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I N ~ ROD U C T ION

The criminal process is not working as well as it

should. This is evident from the magnitude of the

cr LtLc Lsm levelled a,!;ainstthe Police. the :judiciary and

the prison Buthoriti8s. The police in the way they treat

suspects, and investigate cases. The courts in the manner

in which they execute their business. The prison authoritieB

in the \.:ay tl1ey treat people in remand, whcse cases ur e

pending before the courts. This has the cumulative result

that dangerous criminals escape liability for their actions,

and innocent people get punished for acts they have not

committed .•

A br-eakdown and analysis of the machinery of criminal

justice exposes intrinsic defects, which naturally call for
,,

an<;luveL'haulof the system. Hothi!'g short of B.r:. (wOrh:>'.'l
.::' "

~an bring it to the level that can restore public confidence
,(

in it.

III the past, reforms of vartous kinds have been attempted

(by the Law Reform Commission, presently, among others) but

that proceeded on the false assumption that the system was

alright in the basics. The reforms attempted were therefore
I!superficial, and so were the result~ attained.

It is important to restructure the machinery of criminal

justice. People do not have, and cannot be expected to have

confidence in a system which produces results that do not

r~flect the vox pOEuli and the 60cia). reality of the present

generation. The machinery was inherited from the colonial

governments, and in the coloniRl ~ra, it was used to accultu-'

rate and process the African towards "civilisation.'" r '
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It i~ therefore curious that whole codes of colonial

legislation - the Penal Code, Criminal Procedure Code,

Evidence Act - the list is long, have been retained, without

any serious efforts to adB~t them to t~e ~oeez of ~n indepe-

~dent, eeveloping country. The colonial legal system has

remained more or less what it was in attitude if not in essence.

The colonial legal system saw law as the means of maintaining

order to allow the colonists to liv~ in peace in their settle-

ments. Even the new post-independence governments and their

institutions (Judiciary, Administration, Parliament) are

premised on a law and order orientation, rather than on a

developmantal one.

This approach to planning and administration has produced
unenviable

the result that the administration finds difficulty
/

in r(!speL:tingacne of the funda::ental rigl-.t::l gua.r-an ceed in
/' .

.'.

Chapter :'?i ve of the Constitution. Cn the other hand, the

factual inequality existing between the rich and the poor in

terms of access to resources, whether natural or industrial/

commercial, has had the unpleasant consequence that there are

a few rich people, and millions of poor people.

Whforeas the poor are perpectually stru.ggling to :1!'cst
:some of that property and wealth from the hands of the few,

within the law, the law itself has not made it possible. Those
,
who are desperate, or simply impatient have resorted to extra-

legal means to acquire wealth. This is reflected in the high

rate of crime - crime with an economic element. Examples are

fraud, robbery, theft, burglary, impersonation.



Justice has been defined. as treating equals equally.

Injustice as treating unequals equally. The Constitution

says that ar..ybodycharged with an offence can be legally rc-

prssented, And that an~body charged with an offence other ~han

murder and treason may be admitted to bail. But poor people

cannot bCTlefit from these guarantees4 The results attained by

the criminal process are that poor people fair very ~~~)~~

whereas the rich come out unscathed.

Although the immediate solution would be to evolve a

varying criteria for determining iss~es of bail and fines, a

, lasting solution would be to bridge the gap between the rich

and the poor. Only then'will these rights mean anything to

most people, since they would then be in a position to invoke

them. :
//

I'
r.

" The commiasion·of an offence makes a convenient starting

point of the analysis, because the commission of an offence

entails the violation of a rule of l~f. Chapter One examines

the nature of legal rules, what they are and what they seek

to aChieve. The approach taken is that law is an instrument

of so~ial control, It is held by the most politically and

economically dominant group of th~ society, ..••ho use i~ in

ordering the social, economic and political life of that society.

Chapter Two deals with the investigation of crimes and

the arrest of suspects by the police. The constitution demands

that suspects be treated as innocent, ahd should bot be subjected

to any punishment normally reserved fo'r convicts. In this

Chapter, it is concluded that polic~ and prison authoritieo do

not respect this principle, since they presume the guilt of
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remanded people and trent them accordingly.

In Chapter Three the concepts of fair trail, independence

made here is t~at a trial cannot be absolutely fair due to

the negative operation of certain aoeial phenomena. They

are, .iller alia, dependence of the .:ourts on the government,
due to the leverage

the "class" bias of judges, stemming from the fact that judges

are appointed from a certain "c.Laaa' which thinks in a parti-

cular way. There are also other issues such as inability

of rewan:1ed people to p~epare and pub up vigorous defences,

even where such defences exist. The effect of delay of the

process is seen as a prime cause of injustice and unfair

trial, a~ong others.

In Chapter Four the issue of'\rongful imprisonment is

discussed. It is argued that wrongful imprisonment is evidence

of the inadequecies and imperfections inherent in bourgeois

legal systems allover the world, Kenya included. Evidence

is discuBsed, including examples as far afield as Japan and

Britain, to show the premises herein taken by th& writer. The
I

e~idence hinges on wrong conviction and imprisonment.

The conclusion presents a summary of what are considered

as important points that crystallize from the discussions in

the dissertation. The conclusion forms the basis of the

recommendations attempted, which it is hoped, will be taken

note of ~y the authorities, in their'effort to build Kenya into

a more stable nation.



CHAPTER ONE I I A Y
.,

The Role of Law in Kenyan E.i1.cietv:
pl"'ysThc role law v ~ cannot be articulatcd before a\ - .

definition of law itself is attempted. Many conflicting
t1'!eories have been offered by scholars to explain the
phenomenon called law. For instance it has been defined in
Marxist-Len.inist terms as " a system of juridical standards
and prescriptions expressing tl']ewill of the ruling class and
protected by the coercive power of the state." According to
t1-'isschool of thought, law is not just a system of "s tandards
and prescriptions," it is the tool by which the social ani

economic status qUO is maintained in order that the dominant
(ruling) class may continue to exploit the workers and peasants.

This exploitation, it is argued, takes place when the
purchasers of labour power are the group of people who own
all the means of production in society, and Marx calls these
people the "bourgeoisie" or the"capitalist class". He calls
t\--!osewho have efily t''1eirown labour power to sell the "-prolet-
ariat" or the "working class."

The concept of exploitation facilitated by the law, desc-
ribes the situation where one claas, by owning the mEans of
production, can determine both the conditions under which
another class can produce and the level of that class's
subsistence. By the economic power conferred by ownership
of property to manage the economy, the propertied class
dictates how well or ill the main body of citizens shall live.
Under capitalism, the capitalist class has precisely this
form of control over the proletariat. That control takes
the form o~ the abil!~T of the capitalist class to determine



the value of the labour power which the working class sells.2

Jurists of the "free world" define law in differing
terms. Ba sLca Tl.v , seven different definitions, belonging to
seven schools of thought are proffered. The essence of the
natural law theory of the Natural Law School is that in society
there are two systems or classes of legal norms: positive law
and natural law. Positive law is the law expressed in legisla-
tion or customs, applied in courts and administered by the
authority of the state.

Natural law on the other hand is divine law arising out
of human reason and the eternal principles of justice. It is
inherent in all mankind and is the same for all peoples, as
opposed to positive law which is national in character. Natural
law emphasizes individual inherent rights which are immutable,
inalienable. They are given to man by nature and are incapable
of being taken from him bY the state.

On tlJis premis e, capitalist reLa 'ti onshaps and private
property are built. The Bills of Rights or the Fundamental

,
Rights and freedoms have t'leir founda tlon on t11is theory. It
is difficult, however, to define the content of this natural
law and establish exactly what norms are natural law norms
which are changeless.3

The School of Emmanuel Kant asserts that law is derived
from morality; a morality which is supreme and is not based on
the experierce of hLm2n society or on historical or soaial
conditions and relationships. This law, expressed in the form
of the "categorical imperative," enjoins people to obey it
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without reference to any considerations of advantage, interest
or expediency and regardless of their own propensities and sym-
pat~ies. Such fulfillment of the law must be motivet~d solely
by respect for it. The leading principle of the/~the freedom
~f each personality, and the essence of law is that freedom of
one be compatible with the freedom of each and every one.

This doctrine reflects the class demand of the bourgeoisie
that every capitalist be granted freedom of economic activities,
among other freedoms. Like the theory of the Natural Law School,
Kant's theory reflects the class demands of the bourgeoisie:
freedom of private property, capitalist enterprise and freedom of
competit.Lo n,

as!1cz'tsThe Historical School of la'.., that law is the result
of the historical process of legal development of what they call

4the VoH:::;cist or a "national spirit" or simply, spirit of the
people. Notwithstanding its name, there is absolutely nothing
"historical" about it. It is a reactionary movement. To Jvlarx,
it is a school which legalizes the abomination of today because
it was yesterday's abomination. "The school which proclaims
that the outcry of the serfs against the lash is arebellion if
only the lash is sanctified by long usage and a local product as
a matter of history ••• ,,5

The theory of Hegel emphasises the free will of the indivi-
dual which he calls the "subjective spirit" which manifests in
law through man's free actions, and the "objective free will"
manifests in the state which merges in legislation, expressin[
the general will and at the same time defends the freedom of
individual will.

The result attained by Hegel is that the spirit - the idea
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embodied in law - forms the relationships between people. For
. not

example workers must work for capi talists/bece.use the capitalists
have appropriated for t~emselves all the means of production, but
because such is the free will of the workers themselves expressed

_IVERSITY OF NA
1\ n.povin th~ contract of hiring.

This theory of law lends philosophical support to the class
interests of the bourgeoisie in that doctrines such as private
property and freedom of contract are depicted as the realization
of freedom. Even Criminal Punishments which are all-else a means
employed by the-domir~nt class to-deal summarily with-its class
foes appear in Hegel's theory as a manifestation of the free will
of t~ose subjected thereto.

Hegel is of course correct in his insistence that law is a
manifestation of will but not the general will, but the will only
of a single dominant class. Such class will, expressed in legal
norms guarantees expression of the individual will only on behalf
of members of the dominant class. For instance,'freedom of disp-
osition of property is enjoyed by property owners, whereas for
t+iose owning no property, such a norm merely forbids touching
another's property and therefore fetters the freedom of will of

·Itthe IIhave-nots elearly , the law emanates from economic .re la 't i on-,

ships and it is not economic relationsships which emanate from
law.6

The Realist School of law exhorts jurists to corne down to
earth from a IIheaven of ideas" and stud r the real, living pheno-
mena as the foundation of juridic cencepts.



This school sees t'-Iefoundation of law as the interests def-
erd ed by the state, it sees law as nothing but an interest
defended by the state and which is inseparable from force.

These views are correct, but t",ev fail to include the
fact that the "interests" are first and foremost class interests,
to which individual interests are subordinated. To the extent
that this school seis social interests as the interests of all

"-society, it is wrong, w'1ich undermines the value of this theory.
The Psychological School of law sees law merely as a psychic

phenomenon existing only in so far as it is experienced by
people as law by creating obligations to act in accordance with
emotion. Legal norms as expressed in statutes are said to have
no real existence, being mere figments of imagination, fantastic
notions described as "phantasmata.,,7 This school proposes
t1latevervthing people experience as law is law because of
'tha t fact.

The major criticism of this theory is t'lat law loses
all the features of a social phenomenon and varnishes from

,the domain of social relationships. It loses all semblance
of definiteness and dissolves in psychic experiences. This
theory must be dismissed as a manifestation of extreme idea-
lism, illusion or phantasmata, to use their term.

The last school of the Normative t1leory of law school
which comprises h,eterogeneous tendencies of juridic theories
of the bourgeois, all of which derive law from some "higher"
norm of some sort which possesses its own independent force.
This higher norm is described by some as the "categorical



imperative," "social solidarity" (the accord or unitedness
of all persons irrespective of class or social position to
perform their obligatfons which are everyone's mission) or
the 11 grund- norm" from wh i.ch all norms derive their validity.
This school emphasizes tl-Jelaw that "ought to be" as opposed
to the law tha t "is" (na tura 1 law).

The major criticism of t~is approach is that it is idea-
listic in character, since it is isolated from real life.
This theory does not explain th origin of the higher norm,
neither does it explain what causes the law to be what it is.
It merely concentrates on the question of validity.

All t''lese attempts at a definition of what law is can be
dismissed as failing to answer pertinent questions such as
why people set about to create legal norms, and why these
norms have one content and not another.

The Marx-Lenin Theory howeve+ answers these questions
in a scientific and most satisfactory manner. And it is the
one used to analyse Kenyan Society vis-a-vis the law. It says
that a legal norm is an obligatory rule of human conduct as
one of the manifestations of the social life of human beings
which is a phenomenon of the real world, subordinate to the
law of causation. This theory regards legal norms as instru-
ments of the class struggle in the hands of the dominant
class; as a means of compelling people to carry out the will
of such dominant class. It explains that law is created to
safeguard capitalist property because capitalists constitute
the dominant class having the authority of t1-'estate at their



disposal. It is to their advantage to make secure in tl-~eir
hams the riches thev -iave seized. They do this byinstiga-
ting the erBctment by parliament (a bourgeois institution)
of laws whose measures or effects, which are binding, not
due to any mvsterious force that is ir.berent in them, ~Jt
because behind themstands the exceedingly real authority of
the state ~ith its police force, army, courts, prisons.

A qualification is necessary though, lest the picture
of how law is framed be presented as a simple and stark affair

class
of incessant/struggle; that by no means is the case. Not all
legislation is designed to further class interests directly
by imposing the will of the ruling class on the population
en masse. Much law is "neutral" in the sense of being des-
igned to govern the relations of people in fields with no
strong element of class conflict, where inde~d the actual
provisions of the law would be just as useful, and no more
significant, if they were the opposite of what they are, For
example the traffic law directs wheeled traffic to keep to the
left while on the roads; but there is no class interest dir-
ecting traffic to the left. What is true, however, is that
the rules were developed in accordance with the ruling-class
view of what is best for the society - in t1lis particular case,
motoring.

It logically follows that to view all law as a tool of
exploitation and domination en block bv the ruling class would
be a mistake. But what is of interest here is that body of
law that is designed, and/or tends to have t~e effect of aiding
class struggle. And much of the criminal law which is directly



the concern of this dissertation, is not neutral in the sense
outlined above.

It was stated earlier that the law emanates from, and
therefore is a product of economic r'e La tnonsh Lps , The econo-
mic base of any society determines the character of the super-
structure. The superstructure is made up of ideas, instituti-
ons and relations. The ideas of a society may be legal, poli-
tical, religiogs and others. Law is one of the superstructural
features. Hence a feudal economy has a feudal system of law
supporting it, a capitalist economy has a capitalistic legal
system. If- it is therefore proved that Kenva has a capitalist
economy, then its legal system can be said to be a capitalist,
bourgeois legal system and ¥arx's analysis of what role law
plavs in a capitalist society will apply to it.

Going back to the superstructure, it has been shown that
law is one of the superstructural fEatures. Like the state,
it had its birth in the orig~n of private property. Engels
has said :

"Because the state arose from t"Ie need to hold class
antagonisms in check, but because it arose, at the
same time, in the midst of the conflict of these classes,
it is, as a rule, the state of the most powerful, eco-
nomically dominant class, which, t~rough the medium
of the state, becomes also the politically dominant
class, and t1,)Usacquires new means of holding down
and exploiting the oppressed class ••• the modern
representative state isan instrument of exploitation
of wage labour by capital."B

The state Engels is refering to is of course a bourgeois state;
a capitalist state. And the law he is talking about is
bourgeois law. And he says that the economicallv dominant
class uses its economic power to transcEnd the realm of
commerce and enter and dominate politics as well. That enables
them ~o manipulate parliament, the courts, the police - which



becomc tools at their beck.
Is Kenya a bourgeois state thcn? Is it a capitalist state?

Are its laws bourgeoisie lC}.J:Is? Does power and wealth reside in
the same hands in Kenya? The answer to all these questions is
in the affirmative.

Kenya claims it is a non-aligned state. That is, it
claims that it is neither capitalist nor socialist (Marxist).
It its Sessional Paper No 10 of 1965,9 it says that it follows
a political and. economic sys tern it callsAfrican Socialism.
Describing VBrxian Socialism and. laissez-faire capitalism as

systems that have failed, it dismisses them as irrelevant
and inapplicable in the Kenyan or even Africa~Context. It says :

n Thus African Socialism differs politically from
Communism because it ensures every mature citizen
equal political rights and [}t differ~ from capitalism
because it hfevents the exercise of disproportionate
political i luen~e by economic pov:er groups."lO

While it does not deny the existence of economic power groups
in Kenya (and naturally, also, the pplitical groups as well)
it does not sav how African Socialism or by what mechanism it
prevents or can prevEnt the "exercise of disproportionate
political influence" by the ruling class or group in t1lis
country. It is hard to see that such mechanisms exist at all.
This means that whereas Marxism or Socialism or Communism is
distinguished and ou't-s Lawed , capitalism is not, since the
attempt to distin~h it from African Socialism fails ab initio.
The attempt to distinguish capitalism from Africam Socialism
can be said to have been an inspiration which to date has not
been achieved. And under the present economic and political
system, it is not capable of achievement.



In actual fact, the dominant economic class in Kenya is
also t~e most dominant political class. And according to
Hon. Martin Shikuku, 99r4of t~e present parliament was elected
due to the economic as well as political muscle of this class.
He has said, "I asked Wananchi to vote 't+ies e rich people out
of parliament in the last elections. But they were bought,
some of them with five shillings and they voted them back."ll
And what kind of law can be passed by such a group if not law
that favours that class? To the extent that African Socialism
has failed to prevent such thinvs as Shikuku is talking about,
it is not better th~n, or different from capitalism.

The paper further asserts that the economic system
adopted in Kenya is "an African Political and economic system
that is ••• African, not being imported from any country or
being a blueprint of any foreign ideology "12•••

It is submitted that Kenya has no economy it can call its
own, it being part of the larger world capitalist economic order.
Kitching, confirming t1-·isview, and who has no doubt whatsoever
about itjsavs :

" One thing is certain. Kenya is an inteigral part of the
world capitalist system and the implications of this
are that its development prospects are strongly over-
determined by those of the system as a whole, and that
autonomous development (even of a capitalist sort) in
even partial opposition to international capital would
be bought at a high price for the bulk of Keny~'s
people."13(b)

If one can believe Kitching, and one is infact inclined to do
so, then it appears unrealistic to talk of Ke~Ja being absolu-
tely sovereign, having and enjoying full and unmitigated auto-
nomy in its internal affairs, if some decisions come from the
metropolitan-Bonn,London,New York.
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One example will suffice to illustrate t"1is particular
point. Sometime in 1983, manufactures of detergents and toil-
et soaps, particulfrly the East African Industries Limited,
unilaterallY d~cided to hike the prices of their products, ar-
guing tliev were not making profits. There was a hue and cry
from the ordinary population hardest hit by such price increases.
The Governm~nt ordered a restoration of the old prices, but
almost immediately the commodities disappeared from the market,
the manufacturers threatening to suspend production altogether

, 3cb)
unless they were allowed to make "reasonable" profits. The
government had to bow to the demands of the manufacturers by
allowing a certain increase in the prices but not to the level
attempted by the manufacturers. After a short time, the prices
were raised to the original mark proposed by the manufacturers
where they have remained ever since.

It needs no emphasis that most of the capital that has been
used in financing governmental activiti~s, and even the private
sector, comes from the internatlonal capital houses of the
metropolitan. And as Bitonye says, both rightists and leftists
have now agreed that foreign investment as foreign aid has
"strings attached," that no company however benevolent its
designs may be, can hazard its capital in a foreign country
unless it stands to benefit overall by such action.14 These
companies come here to trade and make profits. As the
manifesto of the Communist Party clearly states :

" The need of a cons 'ta rrt Ly expanding market for its
products chases the bour-ge oLs.eove r the whole surface
of the globe. It must nestle. everywhere, settle
everywhere, establish co nnec t i ons everywhere."15



Thejhave come here to exploit, make profits and if these profits
are to be realised, they must be repatriated out of Kenya to the
metropolitan. The right climate, a "hospitable climate" for

./

Lnvsstme rrt must be created by the KenyaDeuthorities. This has
resulted in a state of reliance and dependence on foreign
capital. Eshiwani makes this same point when he says :

"The reliance has actually crystallised in a conscious
effort on our part to inte.xgrate, our country, by all
means including law into what political scientists
term neo-colonialism, or international capitalist
svstem, as per ~olitico-economic scholars. (~mphasis
in the original)· Of late, we have passed laws
(or made regulations based thereon) that have-helped
thii process of inte~gration with the so-called
metropolitan countries. Tax laws have expanded
incentives with special attractions to foreign
investors. Commercial laws on their part have
made provis ions to them ••• for repa tria tion of
profits ••• ,,16 (Ephasis added)

It is th~refore surprising that in the face of these realities,
the sessional paper without a nv attempts at disguise claims
that an African Political and Economic Svstem, that is, African
SocialIsm must not rest for its success on a satellite relation-
ship with anv other country or group of countries .17 It seems
that the paper has sounded its own death knell.

One other conspicuous failure of African Socialism is its
failure to eradicate anti-social behaviour which it defines as
the sending of need~d capital abroad, allowing land, the basic
means of production, to lie idle and undeyeloped, misusing the

1nations limited resources and conspicuous consumption when the
nation needs savings "are examples of anti-s oc i2.1 behaviour
that African Socialism will not countenance."



It is difficult to see that conspicuous consumption for
example, can be eradicated within the present framework of the

\law. MinistErs and top government employees, and others, are
given lavish residences, loans to enable them to buy cars and
then paid motor car basic all rwa nces to enable them to run and
maintain the cars. The ministers emphasize their importance
by living in mans ions and riding eve rywhe r-e in motor-cades
'which outdo in size and magnificience those of their former
colonial masters.'

Cars are a great status symbol. Censpicuous expenditure
and ostentations living by the elites has gone too far - it
widens the rift between the elite and the man in the street.18

In other words, it emphasizes class differences.
Another factor that proves that Kenya is a capitalist st-

ate is its policy on the ownership of property. It recognises
that ownership of property is the critical factor in economic
organization but it rejects the Marxist doctrine of state owne-
rship saying owner-ship is not an absolute indivisible right
subject only to complete control or none. It opts for a svstem
wh;re, first, wages and income policv recognises the need for
different incentives as well as an equitable distribution of
income, second, techniques of production combine efficiencies
of scale and are coupled with diffused ownership, and lastly ,it
recognizes various forms of ownership - state, co-operative,
corporate and individual - that are efficient for different
sectors or that compete with each other provided only that the
form promotes the objectiv~s of government •••• 19



\

State ownership of certain mearB of production was a
.revolutionary step in the right direction, but there apparently

is a tendency to abandon it and hand over all ownership to
individuals. This can only be seen in terms of capitalism
versus socialism. State ownership is a device used by social-
ist states to di~est individual property owners of their
property rights. The fact that in Kenya the process seems to
be reactionary, that is, vesting property in individuals
indicates that capitalism (private property) has inte~grated
itself fully in Kenya.

Socialism, it should be noted, arose as a critique of
capitalist society's tripartite evils : exploitation, injustice

,
and oppression. SQcialism is also a protest against capitals
two most important f~tures - its coercive hierarchy of autho-
rity and its distribution (or non-distribution) of '·property.
These two features appear to be based upon and are safeguarded
by law. People have tended to emphasize their inevitable
hostility to these two features by attacking law, which they
see together with private property as either the cause or the
symbol of human misery,

This point has been advanced very succinctly by ~he Saint
Simonian-Bazard, :

"If, as we proclaim, mankind is moving toward a state in
which all individuals will be classed according to their
capac Lties and renume.rated according to their work,
it is evident that the right'Gf property as-it exists,
must be abolished(l1eca1:is€.:bY giving to a·ce'rtain-'Glc."s£
of men the chance to' live·()n the labour of others· and in
complete idleness, .·it.preserves the exploitation of one
part of the population, the· most useful one, that which
works and produces, in favour of those who only destrov •••u20

The ordinary people of Kenya do not know that these ideas are



"Marxist," "socialist" or Communist," They probably would not
care if the'.'were. What they wa rrt is justice and equity in the
distribution of what t.,ev call" the fruits of independence"
or the "national cake". But as long as goods are not distributed
in equal shares, the re is no way to distribute equal shares of
justice. The rich can always hire the brst lawyers as long as
there are lawvers for hire. The rich are able to avoid the
harsh treatment of the law far better 'than the ordimry citizen.

The non-availability of those "fruits" has led to emergence
of a mentality, especially amongst the poor that to steal is not
criminal; it is a liberation of property. People cannot steal
what is theirs. That stealing is criminal and also immoral is
not in qnes t ion, It is however immoral to punish people who
steal because they have to survive somehow. It is especially
immoral if the group that metes out the punishment is the very
group that has deprived the "thief" of his means of survival in
anhonest manner.

It is becoming increasingly clear that economic crimes,
that is, crimes against property, are more prevalent amongst the
poor tlJan the rich. It is also true t~at these crimes carry the
highest penalties. The law, especially the criminal law seeks
to curb these activities. It is not surprising t.,en that most
people that get arrested for contravening provisions of the criminal
law are poor people. In other words the law is used to regulate
conflict or class - struggle to make sure it does not exceed
certain limits which might threaten the very existence of the state.

Engels, commenting on a similar situation has said:
"The state is therefore, by no means a power forced on

society from without; •••• Rather, it is a product of
society at a certain stage of development; it is the



admission that this society has become entangled in an
absolute contradiction with itself, that it has split
into irreconciliable antagonisms which it is powerless
to dispel. But in order that t~ese antagonisms, classes
with conflicting economic interests, might not consume
themselves and society in fruitless struggle, it became
necessary to have a power seemingly standing above
society that would a l.l.ev iate the conflict and keep it
within the bounds of "order," and this power, arisen out
of society but placing itself above it, and alienating
itself more and more from it, is the state."21
The state uses the law to regulate class conflict.
The ruling class recognising that capitalism is both harsh

and repulsive has attempted to humanize and socialize it in
order to legitimate it to the Kenyan masses by using what has
been described as quasi-individualistic, quasi-social ideology
of Bentamite Utilitarianism and piecemeal social engineering.22
(The sessional paper No 10 of 1965 obviously falls into this
category). The increasing social visibility of public law
somehow revolutionizes private law and its ideology of free-
enterprise and freedom of contract of middle class culture. This
has resulted in a concern for the interests, the rights and the
dignity of the poor and unde~privileged. It explains the appea-
ranee of such institutions as Labour Unions, Workmen's Compensa-
tion Schemes,and Hos~pital Insurance Funds to name a few. The
Government has rationalized this, albeit in crude tenns, as f'o Ll.ows e

"The economic systems in actual use throughout the world
,today bear little resemblance to either model Q1arxian .
Socialism or laissez-faire capi talisJill• The Industrial
Revolut;on quickly led to the social protest of which
Marx was a part and this in turn resulted in sweep i ng
political and economic changes as the systems of the world
adopted to the new state of technological change. Political
democracy was achieved, private property rights were
diluted; •••



The
claim that private property rights have been "diluted" or
"diffused" to an extent "JlTarxmight have approved" is a
reductio ad absurdum of the facts. This conclusion is not
only absurd, it is totally false.

Kenya is a capitalist state as has been shown above, and
the law plays the role it plays in all capitalist states, that
of effecting social control by the rulers, resolving disputes,
arising out of the class struggles going on in the society for
the control of instruments of production and for maintaining
the social and economic status,quo.

Some people say there are no well defined classes in Kenya,
at least in the Marxist sense. These people forget that Marx
empbasized the importance of the relationships of t~e classes
and not the classes t~emselves. And he said that basically
the~e are two classes in any capitalist society: the class
that exploits, which owns all the means of production w+u ch tie

called the "bourgeoisi.e", and the class that is exploited the
working class which is called the "proletariat."

In Kenya there are those who rule and those who are ruled.
The rulers by no means use their power impartially for the
benefi t and protect',on equally of all groups that make up Kenyan
Society. Nor are their servants, including the legislators,
judges and lawyers, in any sense neutral. They govern in their
own interests, which they profess to believe, and perhaps some-
times do believe to be idEntical with the interests of the whole
communinity.



The next chapter attempts to show that due to mainly
economic factors, legal process oppresses those that it
handles instead of enB~ring justice and fairness. It shows
that when the suspected person is sent to jail awaiting
trial he is oppressed, and his constitutional rights are.,
violated but because he has no power he cannot vindicate

)

t~ose rights. This makes the constitutional guarantee
that persons arrested are presumed innocent until proved
or until thev p lsad guilty, largely illusory.
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CHAPTER TWO

PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE :
The concept of presumption of innocence of accused as well

as detained persons is based on the rather obvious fact that, it
is the courts that have been empowered to settle disputes among
citizens and disputes between the state and the citizens. Until
a court of law finds any person guilty or unless, and until any
person pleads guilty before such court, that person shall be
presumed innocent and is entitled to be treated as such.

It is the view of the writer that in practice, tl-1isis not
always the case. The first people to violate this principle are
the police. It is therefore appropriate at this stage to examine
the police as a social institution, their duties and objectives
with a view to establishing whether what they do to suspects and
accused ptrsons which in actual fact negates the presumption is,
inevitable or a 'ma'tter of choice on their part. This chapter _
falls into two parts. Part one deals with the activity of the
police vis-a-vis the public and part two with custody before
.trial or pre-trial incarceration.

I

PART O-NE-
POLICE PRACTICES :

A majority of citizens of this country are averse to police.operations and policemen generally. They cannot talk good of
them. Th~ hardly ever invite them to social functions. The
police, on their part restrict their social coptacts to other
members of the police force and their families. One could say
that police society and the general community are mutually



exclusive in rela tion to each other. As any human ins titution ,
police do make mistakes in t~'eir dealings with the community,
and one would expect that the community would be free to
criticize them, but this is not the case at all. They enforce
a policy of refusing to discuss police business with civilians.
They do not entertain criticism.

The effect of this isolation is that· people do not trust
them enough to tell them their peoblems unless they must. They
do not assist the police by reporting cases to them. And they
even hide or destroy evidence which would otherwise be useful
in a case being invEstigated. For instance the writer remembers
a case where a thug beat up a policeman who was trying to arrest
him and r-nn awav with his gun. The community, ~ where the

was
thug came fromf/~d to produce the thug and the gun or at least
the gun, but nothing happe nded ,' The police embarked on a "swoop"
which lasted several days. The thug dropped the gun by the road-
side where it was faund by an old man who, being the good citizen
he was, carried it to the police station. He was instantly
locked up and beaten, this time being asked to produce the thug!.

It is regretted that instead of regarding themselves as
friends of the community, law enforcement officers usually
perceive themselves as being in conflict with political and other
community influences, and they "protect" themselves from these
"hostile" forces by developing and encouraging a form of
solidarity or brotherhood that encompasses all members of the
force. This solidarity has operated, probably more than any other
factor, to thwart reform of police machinery which would result
in a more efficient and positive social institution. This



solidarity impedes the ability of their supervisors or super-
iors to discipline the activities of subordinates within the
force.

Another factor t~at prevents or frustates efforts by
superiors to improve police machinery is what has been termed
as fraternity. Most senior police officers have risen to their
positions due to promotions within the police force. Naturally

J

they cannot be expected to divest themselves completely of
those ~raternal loyalties that exist within police ranks. This
disability on their part weakens their authority or even desire
to insist t~at rules and procedures be followed regardless of
the sit~ation. In practice, what happens is that they fit the
rules and procedures to the situation.

In si ttJ.qtionswhere a citizen complains of police miscond-
uct, fellow policemen would try to cover-up evidence, :toprotect
the criminal and senior officers try to "understand". So the~

matter ends there. The citizen is earmarked as a troublesome
person and he will be a wanted man even for minor transgressions.

Ruth Brando~while considering this matter has asked,
« Is the first responsibility of the officer in

charge of a police station towards his own men,
or towards the public? How can he expect his
men to retain any enthusiasm for their work, if
he keeps rejecting potential prosecutions just
because some rule or procedure was not observed
to the letter by his officers ?".

Police need very little provocation2 to demonstrate their power
in the use of physical force or violence, in cases where some
disrespect from members of the public is indicated. But as
Weistart3, observes disrespect for the police has never been,
recognised by the law as a legitimate justification for the
use of force or violence. Yet many policemen display the



attitude that force can be, and in fact the:" do apply, it, to
gain deference, to impose punishment and for other reasons
that exceed the DOUndS of legality.

The instruments of force, as symbolized by the gun,
truncheon (baton) and the riot gear (helmets, shields,sticks
and of course the teargas canisters) which are provided by the
state itself are frequently used by them to enhance their own
authority. The legality of some of their activities is
questionable.

And there is very little protection left to the citizen
because-even basic laws like the copstitution that:

"protect basic liberties are freighted with epicycles
that may fascinate analysts of a scholarstic bent but
no one else ••• the police, to whom the rules are
supposed to speak ••• after all have a job to do.
They do their job as they see it, with an eye cocked
at the law but their minds - and their~hearts - elsewhere.
for all the rule making and remaking, the behavior
of the police in a criminal situation has not changed
very much in its essentials."4

No justice can be expected then, in a crjminal situation inspite
of wha t the consitution says. Policemen are a conservative
entity who like to keep to the beaten track. Any deviation from

,the pattern that has been charted by practice backed with
experience is a radicalism they can do without. Weinreb is of
the view that courts have not dohe much either by their rules
or decisions to change police behaviour and atti tude. He says :

ItWehave grown uncomfortably familiar with the discon-
tinuity between the rhetoric of the law and the
practical realities of law enforcement. Purporting to
affect what the police do, courts render their decisions
confident that the police will manage. The police for
their part listen respectifully ••• and then go to work
••• in the same old fashion."5

The courts in England in the last century, concerned about_the
.

large numb~r of allegatlons against police promulgated the
Judges' Rules to guide them when questioning suspects and

taking statements from them. Though the rules are not "law"



they have acquired respect and judicial notice even in this
country. But the police hardly ever comply with them. Harry
Street has reproduced a letter written by an English policeman,
which summarises the mentali tv of not on'Iy English policeman
but even their Kenyancounterparts.

"Though the jUiges fondly imagine that their rules
are carried out to the lette~ they in fact very
rarely are. All sorts of avoiding action are taken
or otherwise the percentage of detections would be
more than halved ••• (T)he said avoidance causes
policemen to commit no little perjury in the box ••••
The ignorance of the ••• public neutralizes the
Judges' Rules • When we deal with an educateGl man
who knows his-rights we have. had it unless-we have
outs ide evidence enough. "6

The police are obsessed with detection. In fact they see as
their model officer one who is actively engaged in upholding
substantive as opposed to procedural law by apprehending those
who Violate it and disdain authori ty.

Assuming that Kenyan police do their very best and can
do no more, then inevitably certain duties of the police must

'ue
be taken awav from them and/vested in another organ. As t'1ings
are at present, society has to chose between law and order and
rule of law.

"The police .Ln a democratic society are required to
maintain order and to do so under the rule of law.
As functionaries char~ed with maintaining order,
they are part of the bureaucracy. The ideology of
democratic bureaucracy emphasize s initiative rather
than desciplined adherence to rules and regulations.
By contrast the rule of law emphasizes the rights of
individual citizens and constraints upon the initiative
ot legal officers. This tension between the operational
consequences of ideas of orden, efficiency and initia-
tive, on the one hand and legality on the other hand
constitutes the principal problem of police as a
democratic legal or garu.z at i'o n.;"?

A discussion of the criminal process characteristically and
inevitably takes the form of a conflict between law and order
as shown above and individual human rights. Too often the



public is hE2.rd demanding tough measures against criminals
and crime, and at the same time protest against what thev
regard as encroachments by the excutive on their fuIYlamental
rights andfr~edoms as set out in the constitution.

The state in dealing with this problem has reiterated th e
argument that freedom is a fundamental right, but that frEedom
cannot be enjoved in a "Lawl.es s", "fetterless" soc Letv , That
freedom without law degenerates into anarchy. Hence the
inclusion of the public Security Act within the constitution.
By that the government has chosen public order as more impor-
tant and worth p~eserving at ~ cost. In the words of
Professor Ghai and his colleague McAuslan,

" It is hard to escape the conclusion that the Bill of
Rights has had little impact on government and
administration in Kenya. Public orde~ rather than
human rights remain the dominant theme of the
government." 8

To maintain law and order, police have been vested with
astronomical powers of search and entry9 and arrest on mere
suspicion. They can detain a person for questioninglO and
they can use force, even if it results in death, to effect
an arrest! 11

To say that t~ese powers seek to maintain law and order
is not enough.law and order for whom? In chapter one, it
was said that law seeks to maintain the status quo. That is
exactly the order that is sought to be maintained. Any activi to,
that might endanger or change the order (status qUQ) establis-
hed by the ruling class for its own continued dominance and
safety would be met with the power of the police. That explains
why law and order takes precedence over human rights.



That also explains why though the police violate funda-
)

mental human rights, apparently no serious action is ever
taken against them by those who have the power to so so.
Of course Kenyans have not taken all that lying down. They

12have protested. The police have been labelled by the courts
and also in parliament as n trigger-happy" and they" sho!)t-to-

killn13 suspects "on sightn14 As it is the police force has. ,
grown into an institution of fear, feared by many people,
including members of parliament who supposedly have given the
police their authority in their enactments.

The class role of the police is perhaps best seen when
they are investigating crime, and not just enforcing the law.
They are engaged in as it were, a constant "war" against crime.
Guided bv that premise, the rules of law and public discussion

';'lith
about the law are concerned above all/the behaviour of the
police. What they can and cannot do in an encounter with
someone who may be involved somehow in a crime.

Such an encounter crystallizes into a contest between the
authority of the police representing the state and the autonOIDy
of the private person. Resolution of this conflict by the
court, supposedly an impartial agent, takes the form of a
balance between those contending forces which in effect comes
down in favour of one or the other of the parties. There is
presumed to be legal equality between the parties ana winning
or losing entirely depends on facts and merits of the case.
It must be emphasized, however, that in practice, such equality
does not exist, that the state by virtue of its resouraes and
leverage on the police and the courts has the upper hand, as
Brandon suggets :



"It must be remembered that when the police prosecute,
the whole might of the state's resources is on their
side (15) and they almost always win." 16

It has already been said t~at police seem to over-emphasize
the importance of detections and convictions. Perhaps that
is the only way their superiors can determine how hard-working
tl-)eyare. And 'the v r-eward them with promotion. Brandon wonders

"Whether or not promotion goes by convictions in the
police force - and this is always indignantly denied
nobody can tell me that a good record of convictions
ever did a policeman any ~."17

Probably fuelled by the incentive of pZ~~5tionpolicemen have
demonstrated that thev can go to any Le ngtibs to obtain
convictions, like piercing a prisoner's genitals18 to make
him "talk". This behaviour was commented upon in R V Kaperere
s/o.'Mway~ 19 as follows :

"••• the zeal which generally prevails to detect offenders,
especially in cases of aggravated guilt and the strong
disposition which is often displayed by persons in
pursuit of evidence, to magnify sligbt grounds of
suspicion into sufficient proof ••• II

may be thE basis-of a gocrdrecord of convictions but at the expense
. .

of the liberty of innocent men and women, which is highly immoral,
if not criminal.

Lastly, police have adopted their own standards of legali~j
)

tl-)atare different from the courts, perhaps to justify what they
do. They see law as unrealistic and their own view of social
reality as more appealing, more practical. That mav very well
be true. There are in fact many contradictions and even gaps in
the Ion. Some laws are simply obsolete. But the fact remains
that the police are not adequately trained to update the law.
Even for trained people like lawyers, magistrates, judges, the
growing complexity of legal rules and regulations 'makes it almost
impossible to become familiar ';[it.h all forms of conduct that
have been declared criminal or offensive.
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The activity of clever policemen who attempt to plug
"loopholes" in evidence must cease. It has been saLd',

" There are some damm good cops •••• It just
happens that Holcomb doesn't come within that
classification. Lientenant Tragg of Homicide
[pepartmenfJ is a square shooter and a smart man.
Holcomb is a moran who will frame a prisoner if he
thinks the man is guilty. He actually doesn't
think he's doing anything wrong. He simply thinks
he's aiding the.cause of justice!,that there is
a 100 hole in the evidence and i~Js u to him as
a goo • c ever coP. 0 P ug a oop 0 ~. c

From the foregoing discussion of police activity, several
points and conclusions emerge. Thev are listed below:

It is clear that the police, bv the very nature of their
training, academic abilities,2i disposition and experience
are bettEr at maintaing law and order;at emergency operations-
traffic, accidents, than the investigation of crimes, gathering
evidence and the actual prosecution of offenders.

Theyshould not prosecute people thev have arrested because,
obviously, they are interested parties. ThiSis against the rule
of natural justice that no man shall be a judge in his own
cause, sometimes expressed as nemo judex in causa sua. For
instance they gather evidence. They decide whether to prosecute
~r not. In most cases, they are the prosecutors. The police
are only human. -They would find it difficult to resist the
temptation to try for a conviction at all costs. After all
" a good record of convictions (n)ever did a policeman any
harm!"

Police cannot treat with dignity and respect, persons who
the'!sometimes must subdue by force and who pose a lot ot danger to
them. Of course it should be a matter of pride on the part
of all police officers not to be p±ovoked by misbehaviour on
the part of oth(rs, and to maintain the highest possible



stendards in the treatment of those in their charge. But there
is a big difference be twe en what" is" and what" ought" to
happen.

Precisely because they are not judges, police cannot behave
as if thev were; that is, judiciously, with discretion, self-
restraint and consideration when dealing wi th suspects am
accused persons. To them oppression of suspects seems inevitable.
Society should therefore not impose on the police standards of
judicial behaviour which they must ignore in practice if they
are to do the job society wants them to do. In the alternative,
they should not be asked or allowed to do work to which society
wants judicial standards applied.

Police cannot help concluming that a man is guilty if the
evidence they have seems enormous to them. Of course by so doing,
they vi-olate the rule that a person is presumed innocent until
proved gui 1t:,-.



PAR T T W.O
PRE-TR.lI.IL TNCARCERATION :

The constitution, in S.72 safeguards personal liberty.
It states that no person shall be deprived of his personal
liberty except in .instances where the law autho~ises such
deprivation. Whenever a person is arrested or detained
under the exceptions stated in S.72, he is entitled to be
informed as soon as is reasonably practicable, in a language
that he undErstands the reasons for his arrest or ~etention.
Where a person is arrested or detained and he is not released,
then he must be brought before a court within twenty four hours
and where t~is isnot possible, as soon as is reasonably pract-
icable. Once the person has been brought before a court, he
cannot be further detained except by order of ~at court.

It is clear from the many exceptions attached to S.72 that
freedom or liberty is not an absolute rLg'rt , But there is a
certain minimum content of liberty, the irreduc~ble minima,
which no law may take away. It is proposed to examine the
presumption of innocence in the perspective of liberty,
because innocence and liberty complement one another. If a person
is guilty then he may be jailed ( that is, his right to
liberty is cancelled). 1f he is innocent he should be
unmo 1es t.ed,

Section 77(2) of the constitution provides:
"Every person who is charged with a criminal charge

(a) shall be presumed to be innocent until he is
proved or has pleaded guilty."

The process of criminal trial should have as its sole purpose
to inquire into the guilt or innocence of the accused with a
view to releasing and·exonerating him if innocent or to convict
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and purnish him if guilty. But certain acts committed by the
state thnough its servants have the effect of punishing
innocent or supposedly innocent people awaiting trial. One
such act is detention or custody of accused persons in jail-
whet~er police custody or ~emand prison. The horrors of
jail have been summarised thus

II Jail. ThE v ex:» name is used to strike fear in the minds
of children. And the reality is at leastas bad as the
thought. Not just for murderers and robberst but for
thousands of others who havE done nothing more serious
than argue or fight a little too vigorously with their
wives or friends or succumb to a moment's 'temp t.a tion
to take sorns thing t.ha t did not bsLong to thew. Or
may be they have done, nothing at all. One does nBl
have to be iltv of any thin to land in ~ail. Only

o be accu~e •••• ou s epou 0 he patrol car ••••
You are ordered here, then there. Your clothes may be
takenJnd the innermost ~arts of your body subjected
to seaching hands."22 (a)

A visit to a remand home or prison, even an interview with a
defendant in custody would not leave any doubts whatsoever
that remand prisons and police 6ells are terrible places
where no human beings ought to be confined. One may not be
going too far if he invoked section 74 of the constitution
which provides that no person shall be subject to torture or

or
to Lnhumarr/rie gr-ad i ng punishment or other treatment. The term
"other treatment" appears to indicate that the categories of
punishment or treatment that is proh~bited are not closed,
that is, the list is not exhaustive. This means that the
courts can in appropriate and suitable circumstances extend
the list. It possibly could not have been the intention of

\

the legislature to draw a conclusive and exhausive list of de-
grading or inhuman treatment. Had it been so, then the terms
"other treament" could not have been included.
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If that is so, then the courts are entitles to apply
the ejus dem -generi£'rule of interpretation to include
confinement in an overcrowded cell with an evil-smelling
toilet bucket at one corner in the category of punishment
or treatment that is clearly inhuman and degrading.

Detaines are housed in over-crowded cells. Police
never stop arresting people because t1~,eircells are full.
This is contrary to sections 72(5) and 77(1) and (2) of the
constitution which by implication means that accused persons
should not be subjected to a~J form of punishment or treat-
ment that is reserved for convicts. Th~is because they have
not been adjudged guilty.

It is submitted that pre-trial incarceration is a form
of punishment which an accused person suffers even before his
case is heard. As has been stated, the police feel

"It is their job to keep ~e accuse1J in custody before
trial if t1lishelps to protect the community from the
risk of further crimes ••~~u22 (b)

It should be appreciated that in purporting to "protect"
- -society from anticipated future criminal conduct of dangerous

defendants, by keeping them in jail and off the streets, the
police presume the guilt of the accused. Surprisingly, the
presumption of'innocence is thereby re'ftelSedto mean one is
presumed to be guilty and is treated as such.

Wegg - Prosser Charles commenting on the plight of deta-
inees has said:

"In some countries, the rights of people who have been
arrested receive verv little recognition either in
theory or in practice. Unconvicted prisoners can be
left in custody for long periods and may be cut off
from all contact with the outside world, and denied
access to family and friends, or legal advisers.
They may be subjected to serious neglect and ill-
trEatment, or forced to physical or psychological
nressures to confess to offences of which they are
innocent or to provide information to incriminate
others •••"23



It is the view of the writer t-"'atKenya is one such country
where all t"ese things happen. It is a fact 't+ia t cannot be
disputed that in Kenva" police detain people for any length
of time 24 and their families and friends, and even their
lawyers are denied access to them.25 They are sometimes
tortured26 to provide information to incriminate others.27

n If adequate guarantees against abuse are or can be
made available in a practical sense, much might be
said in defence of detention pending investigation
\and triaD. It is a necessary evil. But as things
$land, det:ention conflicts with the constitutional
provisions to the effect t~at individuals who have
committed no wrong shall be absoIutel.y unrnolested."28

unfortunately these guarantees are not "available", at,Most
least not in a "practical sense." They exist only in the
constitution under sections 70-85. They are not available,
because we re they available, the police would not violate
them with impunity as they do, since their actions would be
challenged in Lhe courts. As it is, they very rarely are
challenged and even on the few occasions that they have been,
the action invariably fails. What can one expect anyway
since one must report police misconduct to the police?

Even if it were to be assumed that these guarantees are
available in a practical sense, the majority of citizens,'
except for the relatively small class of elites are so
ignorant of the law and their rights that they do not know
that they can challenge the legality of police action. As
far as they are concerned, the police are the law and one
may not argue with the law

Harry street has blamed written constitutions for this
saying that Professor Dicey, successive British Goverbments and
judges speak disparagingly of written constitutions. (It is



ironic that Britain insisted on her ex-colonies, Kenya 1nc uded,
having written constitutions). Thev say that it is useless to
have documents which are merely high sounding catalogues of
freedoms phrased in language so inescapably vague that that
the little man who finds himself in the hands of the police
derives no benefit from them. What counts, they say, is
whether judges can give a man a fair trial, whether procedures
like harbeas corpus are readily available to him. 29

The writ of harbeas corpus is provided for in the consti-
tution in S. 84(1) and (2), and also in section 389 of the
Criminal Procedure Code. The latter says :

"The High Court may whenever it tltinks fit direct
b) that any person illegally or improperly

detained in public or p~ivate custody within
such limitjs be set at libertv."

Lord Denning has deJine_d harbeas-ceryb'!" as f oll.ows :
" The writ of Harbeas Corpus ena es the court to

order that whoever is being detained be brought
before the court to determine wh~ther the detention
is lawful, i~ if is not, the detainee will be
set free at once. This is the source of the rule
of law which states that any person arrested must
be brought before a court of law within 24 hours."30

In Kenya, this important right or safeguard against arbitrary
detention is not" readily" available in a"practical sense"

,since only the High Court is empowered to issue the ordEr
of harbeas corpus, literally, "produce the body." The High
Cour-t sits permanently at only a few places in this country.31

Another reason why the writ is not readily available to
the ordinary man is that it is a prerogative order, and like
the other prerogative orders (Mandamus, declaration,eertiorari)
it is a discretionary order that can only be issued if the
court or judge feels like issuing it. But in England, unlike
in Kenya, the idea of liberty is considered so important that
any person can stop a judge inthe street, call at his private
residence at midnight or interrupt other court biusiness to
make an applica tion for barbeas corpus and the judge would



entertain the application.
There is no evidence that this is the case in Kenya.

In fact one can imagine what would happen if a citizen
attempted to intercept a judge in the strE:ets, or if he
burst into the chambers and pleaded that so and so Vias being
illegally detained! The relatively few applications that
are made are subjected to long and drawn-out arguments for

Detention of unconvicted persons,
"quite apart from subjecting a man who is presumed

innocent to a prison regime, makes it more likely
that will plead guilty, more likely that he will
be convicted despite a plea of not guilty, and
more likelv that if convicted, he will receive
a custodial sentence."32

Quite apart from subjecting a potentially innocent man to a
prison regime, detention has other ill-effects. The detainee
is likelv to lose his job, that is, if he had oDe and his
family would suffEr) especially in the case where he is the
sole breadwinner, as ma nv Kenyan families indeed do depend
on the man to provide all their needs~

In the case of adolescent defendants, (and even adult
defendants) who turn out to be innocent, humiliation and
injury to morale and repu~ation may occur. Orfield, talking
about custody of minors says :

"The paradoxical situation is that the criminal law
now takes account of immaturity after conviction by
providing special reformatories, but takes no account
[2r very little accounj] of immaturity before
conviction. The paradox is all the more striking
when it is remembered that before conviction the law
is dealinF" with adolescent.~ -aresumptivel v innocent,
many 0 whom w~ e-a -udge -innocent-arid most of
w.om W1 1 no e sen o-pr1s0n.

From the above account, and also from accounts of prison
inmates, life in prison is better and more regular than life in
remand. In prison, one gets a place to sleep in, (with a
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blanket) three meals a day, soap anj water, medical care and
others. In remand t.her e are no bIantce ts , people are crowded
into small rooms, 'thev do not wa sh , do not receive medical
attention unless the court orders so.

It does seem that convicted prisoners get relatively
better treatment than unconvicted p r i soner-s , Yet t'!ose
convicted are those whose guilt has been ')roved! Why should
people who are presumptively innocent be tr€ated as if they
were worse than criminals? It does seem, at least to the
writer, t.hat the aim is to "break" the resistance of the defe-
ndants so that t~ev do not put up a vigorous fight or defence.
To "break" people rnprally and then purport to give them 2. chance
to explain awav their "guilt" is a mockery of justice.

This discussion has tried to show that presumption of
innocence is largely theoretical, that in practice there is
no such presumption. People who are unfortunate enough to be
arrested in connection with crime are treated as if they were
already guilty. This seems to make court proce ss irrelevant.
The next chapter attempts to show that the verdict in a case
is reached irrespective of the innocence of the accused that
the process does not really base its conclusions on truth but
on expedience and formality.
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CHAPTFR THREE'

FAIR I-EARIKC, I NDEPENDENcr. AND n·PAR'IIALITY
OF THE COURTS --~-:

In the last chapter, it was found that a person is
presumed innocent until proved guilty. It was also shown
that according to the law, punishment is onlv reserved for
convicts, not dEfendants. The only institution empowered
to decide on the guilt of any person is the court, not the
police or the public. This means that whenever an allegat-
ion or imputation of guilt is levelled agains t any pers on,
that person must be allowed time and facilities to defend
himself.

, J
I

Condemnation before trial, esp6bia~ly by the police
(II he was caught red-handed, so he is guilty") or the

../

public (flmob justice" or more accurately,"mob-injustice")
is not just illegal, it is contrary to principles of natural
justice, one of which states that no person should be

.
condemned unheard: audi-alteram--partem - ljterary, do not
decide the girl's case until vou have heard the boy's, or
Simply, hear the other side. The maxim was discussed at

'I~~.
length by Justice Megarry in John V Rees~ He said :

"It may be that there are some who would decry the
importance which the courts attached to the obser-
vance of the rule of natural justice. 'When some-
thing is obvious', the'{ may say 'why force every-
body to go ·throug·~ the 't iresome waste of time
involved in framing charges and giving an epportunity
to be hEard? The result if' obvious from the start.'
Those who take this-view do not, I think, do them-
selves justice. As everybody who has anything to do
wi th the law well k nows , the path of the law is
strewn with examples of open and shut cases, which
somehow, were not; of unanswerable charges which, in
the event, were completely answered; of inexplicable
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conduct which was fully explained; of fixed and
unalterable determinations that, by discussion,
suffered a change. Nor are those who pause to
think for a moment likely to underestimate the
feelings of resentment of those who find that a
decision against them has been made wi 'thou t their
being afforded any opportunity to influence the
course of events."

A hearing is an absolute necessity. There can be no compro-
mise to that right. I~ it enou~h that a hearing is granted?
A hearing must not only be given, it must be fair. Even the
racist, oligarchical regime of South Africa can boast of
granting hearings to Africans.

This chapter attempts the question whether a hEaring
can be fair in view of the fact that courts are manned by
fallible human beings who come from a particular class and
who, naturally, cannot help favouring that class and champio-
ning its interests. Matters are made much more complicated
by the system used in resolution of disputes which emphasizesrather
power, money and influence /than truth and justice.

Kenya t s system of criminal justice, and indeed the systems
of all Western Countries is the ad~sary - accusatory system
which manifests itself in a law-suit. A law-suit is a kind
of war, it is "mimic warfare." A law-suit is, like a war won
through "stratagems" and "tactics" resembling "skirmishes" in
a battle. Going to court means submitting quarrels to a court
for deciSion, as a substitute for private warfare.

The main business of courts then is trial and decision
of specific disputes. The judge presides over this duel and
ultimately pronounces his verdict which for the winning party
confirms legal rights and for the lc:>ser,legal duties - unless
there is a f ur tbez appeal. In other words; a legal right is a
law-suit won, and a legal duty a law-suit lost!
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?or ;luE"tice to be a,DE- t;1..o- trial fame - indeed it is

a [ace of skill with i~s peculiar rules, its me"t~ods and

"tEc':1r.iques - has to be conducted =airly. The qua Laty of

the verdict in a trial dEpends whollY on tbe degree of

i~a:tialitv and disinterestedn£ss of a judge in the case

before him. :here can be no fa~r trial before a ~udEe

Lacking in impartiali tv and indepenrlence.

when is a judge impartial? If "bias" and partiality

be def Lned to mean total absence of preconceptions in thE.

mind of the ;ludge, then no one has ever had a fair t~ial

and ro onE ever will. The human mind, even at Lnf'ancv is

not a blank piece of paper. People are born v.'ith pr ed i sno-.

s i t i ons , arc the process of formal and Lnf orma I education,

the cornpa nv one keeps, the attitude of t'IJe ;iudge to r eLi r Lon,

social, economic and pol i tical problems and issues of the dav

and place-in short, a judge's personal ph iLos ophv creates an

attitude whic~ affects him in judging Situations, an attitude

which prL~edes reasoning in pa r t.r cu Lar instances and which

by defini tion is a pre;iudice.2 Impartiality and independence

must therefore not be defined in sociological but in legal

tcrms, The cons t i tution3 defines a fair hearing as one in

which, first the accused person is presumed innocent until

he is proved or has pleaded gui 1tv, second he is inforrred of

the nature of the o:fence he is alleged to have co~mitted,

he is a Ll owed 't ime and facilities -:'J prepare his defence, he

is allowed legal representation and one in wl1ich an inte:::-pre-

tEr is made available to him free of c1jarge if he does n)"t

unde rs ta nd the language used at his trial. The same section

outlaws, intE:r alia, retroactive lefislation and purn s i.r.e rrts ,

and "dou cLe :.eopardv.'
, \ .v
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Thinking of impartiality, one shb erefd e not have

the tendency to
" concentrate on minute psychological and sociological

examination of the man on the bench. If he owns
stock in corporations or we nt to a protestant -
'prep' school or brew up in a large Eastern City,
can he be 'fair' to trade unionists, Roman Catholics
or Western Farmers? Do licencing administrators
favour their cousins or discriminate again~t the
husbands of their wives' enemies? Does the
surreptitious hand of graft, influence or
advancement tuck lucrative gifts into the folds
of the judicial robe ?"4

Although such sensational suspicions occasionally lead to
prosecution of a wayward official, thev do not realistically
chart the main stream of problems incurred in maintaining
impartialitv. The fact is that on the whole, judges genuinely
attemnt to disregard their own personal philosophies and
attitudes and to decide cases on an objective basis, but it
is certainly not possible for anv human being to completely
detach himself from his personal philosophy or that of the
class to w~ich belongs. This was proved to be so at the end
of chapter one -where it was stated that the ruling class
govErns in its own interests which it professes to believe
and perhaps sometimes does believe to be the interests of
the whole community, but which of course is not.

Apart from the need for impartiality, a court also needs
to be independent. By this is meant, independent:. of the
government (executive and the legislature). A judge should
not be told by anyone what verdict he Should reach in any
case he is hearing. In theory at least, judges are protectEd
from any threats whatsoever, and their security of tenure is
guaranteed by the Constitutio~ itself. They cannot be
removed from office except for misconduct or inability to



perform functions of their office and only through very
stringent formalities.

In Minister of the Interior V Harris6, Justice Schreiner
said that the independence of the judiciary can only be
ensured and maintained if the courts are manned by full-time
judges trained in the law, are outside party politics and have
no personal interests in the C8ses which come before them, and
~udges whose tenur,e of office and emoluments are protected to
make them feel free to decide cases without fear or favour.
They should not seek to please the goverTh~ent or any group
in the govErn~ent. Thev should do justice even if that results
in embarrassment on the part of the authorities.

In Rex V Wilkes7, the state refused to reveal certain
vita 1 information in the tria 1 of Wilkes the defendant, who
was a member of parliament and who wa s charged with treason.
He had been convicted by the lower court and he appealed.
The state in refusing to disclose the information said it was
privileged to do so. Lord Mansfield in his judgement said :

" The constitution does not allow reasons of state to
influence our judgement: God forbid it should ••••
We must not regard political consequences howsoever
forffiidable they might be, if rebellion was the certain
consequence~ though the sky may fall (fiat justicia,
ruat caeIum) •••• I will do my duty unawed!'S

Neater home ,it has been said that judges "should not be Lnr lu-

enced by onerous factors. In criminal cases they should not)------~~~--~
convict or acquit because they believe that a particular verdict
vlill please the government. In civil cases the1T should not
consider the relative importance of the-parties or the political
consequences of their decision. Their jJb is to find the
facts and apply them to the relevant principles of lawn9



Fine sentiments, but to what extent do courts apply
these principles? There is evidence that t1:ev do not always
anplv them. and that is especiallY so in cases or disputes
with a class content. In other words the courts respect and
applY these nrinciples in so far as, and to the extent that
the disputes before them are not those in which the rulinp
class has interests.

A case in point is the Sundstrom case.,10 in which the
High Court at Mombasa convicted a Fireman Anprentice on board
the U.S.S. La Salle' on a charge of manslaughter after the
accused had pleaded guil tv to the char'ge. He was released on

li
a bond of Kshs.500 on condition that he kept the peace for the
next two years while in the United States The court totally
disregarded a long line of cases in which the defendants had
almost a lv avs be en sent to .ia i L for between five and seven
years on similar charge. There was a public outcrv against
the sentence and the then Attorney General, ~tr. James Karugu

C\

stisfied that,admitted in parliament that even he was not
done 11

justice had been/in that case.
Although it is not clear that the U.S. Government interf-

ered with the proceedings, it is clear from the judgement that
the Commanding Officer of the ship sent a letter to the court
which tl1e ,ludge said "strongly influenced" him and for which
he was verY grateful. Neither the,contents of the letter nor
its purport are disclosed in the judgement, but what else can
the letter sav if not that the Officer and the entire U.S. Vias
sorry for what Surd s t.r-om had done, but really Sundstrom was
not or had not been a bad boy previously. If the Officer was

I



commenting on any aspect of the case, which undoubtedly he
was, then he was acting as a witness of some sort, and he
should either have been called or should have availed him-
self for cross-examination on his evidence

The public. especially the "Kenyans of African O'ri zin"- , .

from whom the victim was drawn criticised the ~udge of having
been influenced bv, inter alia, racial considerations,
cnrz-up ti.on am incompetence. The government quietly retir.ed
or declined to renew his contract, probably in response to
public criticism of the judgment which had tarnished the
reputation and standing of the judiciary.

In the case of R V YMithaga1~ the accused was charged
with assault and malicious destruction of property. After
being locked up for three days in the police station without
being charged, the defendant heard for the first time the
substance and the nature of the offence he was alleged to
have committed,in court. The case was scheduled to be hear~
the same day and his counsel (fortunatelY,hired by his family)
objected) saving he needeAtime to take instructions from his
client and the client needed time to raise a defence. Th~court

the
overruled/defence counsel and went ahead to hear the case despite
an appeal to the High Court over the same issue.

It was clear, at least to the defendant and his counsel)
- ~that the Trial Magistrate was partial and was taking directions

from some other person(s;) , and the defendant being a politician
could not help thinking that his political opponets were up
against him. Since the behaviour of the ~~gistrate appeared to
him,suspect, he requested his counsel to have the case transferred

,



to another court. Counsel duly m2de an auplication to that
effect, but the same ~~gistrate rejected it, saving that
was "delaying tactics".

Request for bail so that the accused could prepare his
defence arrl also present his nomination papers in a by-election
in which he was supposed to defend his seat, and which was
coming 'up that week was also refused. The defendant ':!as

finally convicted on all charges and sentenced to serve
various sentences, the highest being two years.

Although the court of appea113 agreed that the case left
an unsavoury mote, it refused to interfere with the sentence.
The court agreed that this was a minor C2se beuveen a man and
his wife, at most a domestic affair, that the prosecution had
taken VEry long to come to a decision to prosecute, the
offence having been cornmitted nearly two vear-s back, to be
exact 'twentv-rtwo uo rrths and that the defendant should have-' .'

been allowed more time to prepare his defence. But the court
said it was satisfied that no miscarriage of .justice had taken
place.

This. case clearly shows that the criminal process was
being used.by a section of the ruling class to supplant another
section of the same class, probably because the defendant had
betrnyed his class. Dr. Ooko-Ombaka has dealt exhaustively
with this Phenomenon.14 It is therefore unfortunate that the
court supposedly impartial and independant failed to exercise
its independence by refusing to be used in the manner that
it was.

1V\ R V fYl1..,tai~5 bias VIas d isp Laved by the admiss ion of
evidence of character intended to shoVl that the accused \Vas



a person who disdained aut.no r atv , 'das 2 leftist - oriented

radical who had been sent a~2V from the Universitv for her

lira LcaL ac t iv i ties." This admission '...e s contrary to the

pr-ov i s ions of t'tJe Ivide nce Ao t , P.l though tl-,e magis tra te

claimed that he was not influenced bv the defendant' s bac1~-

ground, it Ls difficult to explain 'd~V he adm~tted the

evidence in t~e first place. He said

"In passing however, I must make it abs ol ut e l v clear
that in coming to all the aforesaid findinfs, this
court has ignored and excluded and has not 'tak e n
into account at all, the deceased's past background
and her behaviour at the school, the college or at t11e
Urriv er-sLtv of Nairobi."

The High Court agreed that the evidence of her past character

was of a pr-e.iuo i c LaI nature and should not have been admitted

in the first place, but it went on to sav :

" ••• after due cons ideration, we agree with counsel
for the Republic that the admission of evidence in
Question while improper, did not in fact prejudice
or influence the mind of the magistrate, since he
was at pains to correct the matter in this judgement.
We are satisfied again that the admission of this
evidence did not occasion failure of natural .ius t.Lc e ;"

With respect, this reasoning is erroneous since it only founi

that there had not been a miscarriage of ;iustice proceeding

from the presence of actual bias. The principles of natural

justice, which fortunatelv the court bound itself to respect,

demand that there 8hould not onlv not be actual bias, but even

an appearance or likelihood of bias.

"The apprearance of bias is regarded as s er Lous Lv bv the
sup erv i s Lng court as is actual bias, the ~udge who
appears to r.ave or who has a bias may have most excellent
and uDri~1t motives and mav not in fact allow his
judicial discretion to be impartial in any wav bv the
vitiating "interest", but the courts will still f i rd
there has been a breach of natural ~ustice. It is of
fundamental importance that justice shou I d not onl.v
be done but should manisfestlv and undoubtedly be s een
to be done."16
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Perhaps it is not a coincidence that t'.-lE:trial me s i st.ret.e in
r·1utai'scase was the same one who tried Ei:li 'tna ga ,

F'rom t.he foregoing, it rnav be concluded that ,'u:::ticeand
fairness are concepts t",at are so mush related that they are
somEtimes used interchangeablv. But what is Justice ?

Lord Dennin[ has said that the nearest one can get t~
definine: justice is to say t'r)e.tit is what the right-minded
members of the community t~ose who have the right spirit
within them - believe to be fair.17 But who decides t~at a
person is right-minded or is not? Justice is an abstract
concept, it is dvnamic - neither static nor well - defined.
In other words it is subjective since it only exists in the
minds of the peop Ie. Men's views of wha t is right a nc.wha t

is wrong, what is fair and what is not, what conduct is
heal thy and what is harmful, have always been sub.i ect to
change.

Law
The law, especiallv the criminal/h~s as one of its ob~ects

the regulation of conduct of the individual so as to protect
society from the ill-consequences of anti-social conduct,
What is considered anti-social and t.he r-efor-e undesirable, must
correspond with t'r)eideas of the people as to what they
cons ider jus t in anv particular set of circums t.a nces ,

Sociologists have found as a fact tnat people will respect
rules of law which are intrinsically right and just and will
expect their neighbours to obey them, as well obeying the rules
themselves, but thev will not feel the same about rules which
are unrighteous or unjust.

But good law per se does not produce fairness. It should
be administered justly. It has always buffled jurists whether



law is OT should be ad.mi rri stez-ed according to principles of
'ustice, or justice should be administered according to law~

Lord Denning and Justice Akinola Aguda (Judge of the High
.

C~urt of t~e Western State of Nfgeria, formerly Chief Justice

of Botswana) say that the law should be administered

according to principles of justice. For instance Denning

savs :

" I ask yOU ••• in your progress in the law, not to
rely evermuch'on legality - on the technical rules
of law - but ever to seek those things which are
right and true; for there alone will you find the
road t~ justice. When YOU set out on this road, yOU
must remember that there are two great objects to
be achieved. One is to see that laws are just :
the other that they are justly administered. Both
are important, but of the ~vo, the more important
is that the law should be justly administered. It is
no use having just laws if they are administered
unfairlv bv bad ~udges or corrupt lawvers."18

The reason he gives for this proposition, which has been

criticized as being "cavalier", is that laws that are harSh

or un~ust can be tolerated so long as they are administered

bY just ~udges who can mitigate their harshness or alleviate

their unfairness, but a country cannot tolerate a legal system

which does not give a fair trial. Indeed what is the use of

'holding a trial unless it is a fair tria11

Law can only be just and its administration fair if each

and every person involved in its administration does his duty

conscientiously, diligently and honestly, for as the adage

goes, "a chain is no stronger than its weakest link," which

mEans t~at the agencies and persoDnal making up the'system

determine the amount of justice or fairness that reach an

accused. And the morality of law is commensurate VIith that

of the system itself and the agencies that constitute it.



To what extent then are ~ujges and other officers,
engaged in law enforcement concerned with the justness and
morali tv of their actions? Most Lawve rs,especially ~udges
have become mere technicians, spelling out the meaning of
words , '1hev conceive their role as not concerned with
morality or justice of the law, but oril v with interpretation
of law and also its enforcement. Yet they denv that ~ustice
can be administered by computEr! At least a computer wou Ld
produce consistent results whenever facts are similar. Of
course the actvantage of using human beings lies in the fact

that they are supposed to apply good sense and not logic -
which Frank Jerome calls "mechanical jurisprudence.,,19 A strict
application of the law may produce a result which appears or
actually is manifestlv un~ust.

To determine the guilt or innocence of an accused, the
court has to get the facts of the case or issue. The key
word here is "fact". v"hat is a "fact"? The Pocket Oxford
Dictionarv defines it is a IIthing that is (known to be) true."
Fact is "truth or realitv". Courts set to discover facts or
truth in a trial. The facts can only be discovered bv'conducting
an intelligemt inquiry into all the practicallv available
evidence in order to ascertain as near as mav be, the truth
about the facts of the issue. But it must be borne in mind
that it is 't+ie "issue" that the court has to decide and facts
are the means or tools it can use to decide the case.

One would therefore expect tha t the bof est way of doing so
is by using the truth or investigatory method of inquiry. Not
so. Kenyan courtrs use the contenticus or adversary method whi~h

that -
is premised on the notion/if the opposing sides each strive as



hard as they can in a keenly partisan spirit to bring
to the courts' attention the evidence favourable to such
parties, the courts would in the process discover the facts
or truth

In the process of tr'Ting to persuade the court to
favour one side, the lawyer illuminates for the court nice-
ties of the legal rules w,hich the judge might o t.he rw i.s e not
perceive. But the partisanship of the opposing lawyers blocks
the discovery of vital evidence or leads to a presentation of
vita 1 tes 't i.mo ny in a way that dis torts it.

There are also many other factors that lead to the.
distortion of the truth. Thev include cross-examination,
coaching of witnesses, partisanship of the witnesses, perjury,
"shock tacticsl1 of lawYers.

Most lawvErs seem to believe that cross-examination should
be used to cajole, intimidate and embarrass a witness called
by the opposing side. FreQuentlv, truthful witnesses are

misunderstood when thev react nervously, which gives the
impression that they are either evading or intentionally
f aLs Lf'v i ng , An honest witness testifies in examination-in-
chief without any pro blem, He answers qUE:.S tions put to him
promptly and candidly mak i n-: a good impression. On cross-

)

examination, his attitude changes. He suspects that trans
are being set for him. He becomes hesitant in answering even
the most elementary questions, often askinp that questions
be repeated.

Lawyers prey on such witnesses and succeed in making it
appear 't+iat thev are concealing significant facts. An exper-
ienced or clever la~rer uses all sorts of stratagems to
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minimize the effect on the ~udge of the testimony disadva-

ntageous to his client, even when he has no doubt of 'the

accuracv and honest" of that testimony. He considers it his

dutv to create a false impression, if he can, of any witness

who gives such tes 't imonv,

An irritable but neVErtheless honest witness can success-

fully be prodded into dI sp Lav i ng his undesirable characteristics

in their most lif.'\pleasant form, in order to discredit him.

Frank quptes one Anthonv Trollope who has said:

" One would nattirally imagine, tilat an undisturbed
th-read of clear evidence would best be obtained from
a man whose posi tion was made e2SV am whose mind was
not harrass ed; but this is not tlJe fac t; to turn a
witness to good account he must be badgered this
way and that till he is nearly mad; he must be made
a laughing-stock for Vie court; his verv truths must
be turned into falsehoods; so that he may be falsely
.shamed ••• ; he must be confounded till he forget his
right harn from his left, till his mind be turned into
chaos, and his heart into wa:;:.~r.;Sind then let him
give his evidence ••• "20 (IHR' Y

Sounds a bit exaggerated but nevertheless true. Anvbody who

has sat for period in court would agree that lawvers terrorise

witnesses in various waITS. Thej eften shout at them. 'I'hev demand

c answer "YES" or "NO": As if all que s t i ons can be answered by

a single yes or no.

Another trick Lawv ers use is their attempts to hide the

defects of witnesses who testify favourably to their clients.

Of course this is forbidden by law under professional ethics

for Lawve rs , but 't+iey do it. Thev caution irritable witnesses

to conceal their irritability, the cocksure witnesses to sub-

due their cocksureness. In that way the trial court is denied

the benefit of observing the wi tnesse1 s actual normal demeanour,

and thus it is prevented from sizing up the.witnesse1s accuracy.

Lawyers also use "shock-tactics." They reserve certain
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evidence till the appropriate moments, So that when the
testimonv is presented, it surprises the adversary who ,
caught unawa res has no time to seek, interview and summon

\

witnesses who would rebut the surprise testimon". One
lawyer once said, 1I0f course, surprise elements should be
hoarded. ~our opponent should not be educated as to tte
matters concernin~ which you believe he is still in the
dark. Obviously the trap should not be uncovered. Indeed
vall mav ca.st a few more leaves over them so that vour
adversarv will sten more- boldlv- Gn- the ••• ground believing
it to be sol id. "

Witnesses too, contribute to this activity. They have ~
natural tendency to regard 'thems eLves not as aids to the courts
bent on discovering the truth, but as the plaintiff's witness
or the defendant's witness. Of course this is understarnable
since the court does not call its own witnesses. But such
VIitness ee can be an impediment to justice rather than aids.
As Ellot says "a man who is informed that he is to be called
as a witness expects to see wna t the party who compliments
him b: calling him claims he will see.1I21_

Less scrunulous la~~ers actually coach (illegal of- . .

course) their witnesses to commit perjury. ScarcelY a trial
occurs in which some witness does not lie. Perjured testimony
often goes undectected by courts and therefore often wir~ cases.
At least this was the case in Queen V Kenvatta and Others22

where the principal witness for the prosecution testified on
oath after being rewarded by the government of the day. He
was given a place at a Dritish University and a job on return
home.
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The purpose of all these tactics is to prevent the judge
from correctl v eva l.uat i ng tl--]etrustvJorthiness of witness es
and to shut out evidence the court ought to receive in order
to reach a sound decis ion. One is sometimes left wo nderLrig

in what manner advocates are officers of the court whose duty
is to help save the court from error and imposition, and to
aid the court to a proper determination of the law and the
facts. Once again that is merely an ideal. In practice,
a~~ocates are interested in winning their cases, thereby
building up a good reputation for their firms. This in turn
means more business more money_

Lawyers mav not be r-esoo ns Lb'l e for such practices. The
b18me lies wholly on the svstem which virtually compels the
use of such techniques as outlined above. The system treats
a law-suit as a battle of vrits and wi122 2 nd not an Lnquf.rv

into the truth. The stratagems outlined are therefore part
of the manoeuvres wh ich lawyers are obliged to resort to to win
their cases.

Some of those manoeuvres mav appear to be tricky but
.under tf.-Jepres ent svs tern,it is part of a Lawve r t s duty to
employ them because his opponent is doing 't+ie same ·thing, and
if he refrains from doing the same, he is violating his duty
to his client, even if he knows his client committed the offence
with which he was charged.

Basically three prin~ples of law demand that this be the
case. First, is the principle that presumes all accused persor~
innocent till proved guilty in a court of law, which theyefore
means that the guilt or innocence of an accused is determined



bv the-court and not by t'tleadvocate or t'1e police or an'.~-
bodv else.

Second is the principle that an accused needs or is
entitled to a lawyer to defend or protect h i s constitutional

Third.,even the factually guilty might be legally or
technically innocent as in the d~fence of insanity. The
Iawve r in defending the accused therefore at all times
presume~ the (le~al) innocence of his client.

Apart from t~e factors outlined above which have the
effect of circumventing the d.isc ove.rv of facts bv the courts,
t~ere are also ot~er factors which have the same effect on the
court, t'lat is tl1GSe which prevent the court from reaching
a decision that is based on justice and truth.

One such factor is delav of the criminal process. Prompt
court appearance, ann prompt trial are constitutional
requirements. The constitution savs that a person who is
arrested and who is not released shall be brought bef'ore a
court as soon as is reasonably practicable, and where he is

. not brought wi thin twenty four hours of his arrest, the burden
of proving that the person arrested has been brought before a
court as soon as reasonably practicable shall be upon any
person alleging that those provisions have been complied with. 23

In R V Shimechero,24 the defendant was arrested in
connection with an allegation of corruption. He ViaS detained
at t~e C.I.D. headauarters for five weeks before being taken
before a court. During t~at time he made several statements

)

to the police which were admitted in evidence at his trial. He
was subsequently convicted. He appealed to the High Court which



dismi~sed his appeal,and he appealed ~o the court of Appeal
of East Africa. On the ground of illegal detention the court,
said it was an error of omission on the High Court not to
have dealt with it. It we rrton to say :

" We must state that 't+ie practice of illegally detaining
a person for a long period in order to question him
or obtain evidence is r-epug narrt to the principles 0::
law of the Republic and we reassuredlv condem-n it
•••• (A)lthough we strongly deprecate" the practice
which appears to be grovlin"g of rounding up all
aDd -s und ry who mav be connected however remotely, with
subject of criminal investigation, and detaining
them unlawfully in police custody whether or not reaso-
nab l.e grounds for suspicion exist •••"25

The constitution is said to be the supreme law and the police
-must respect it. They must respect and uphold the rights it

gives the citizens. But t~e court in its susequent holding
went back on what it had said and justified police behaviour.
It went on to say that it \'lasunable to accept counsel's
submission (defence) that any statement obtained from a person
illegally detained be rejected by the court. It said :

II The fact that an innocent pers on has been unlawfullv
detained for a period, during which he "has provided"
the police with a statement of facts to the matter
under inquiry as knov",to him does not in itself
raise a doubt as to the reliabili tv of evidence
consistent vlith the statement." "

The court failed to appreciate the fact that people deprec~te
the use of such evidence not because it is unreliable(although
even that could very well be a valid argument as will be shown
subsequently) but because to admit it would be to encourage the
police to go on with the practice. If such statements are
re~ected, the police would desist from detaining people for
longer than is allowed, because such detention "would serve no
purpose as evidence resulting from it would be inadmissible,
though relevant.



The court in dismissinf- the appeal said that inspite of
minor mfsd ir-ecti.ons at the trial, no pr'e jud ice or suas t.a ntLve
miscarriage of justice had eccured. On the grouni t~at the
statement ought not to have been received in evidence because
of the possibility that it rnav have been extracted, the court
in particularv strong language said it \lias

"Surprised t'Jat counsel thought fit to levy such
a serious charge against the Republic in
such a manner •••"

One wonders what the purpose of detention of the accused was if
not to extract t.he statement. If the Republic was guilty of
illegally detaining a person for five weeks, Qne sees no reason
why it could not extract an admission from the same person. The
court seems to have been urnvilling to interfere with the judgment.
of tl1e trial court just as the High Court had done. One is left
wondering whv , vet the court had conceded t'~at there was some
miscarriage of jus tice, though such miscarriage was not s

accordi ng to the court "subs t.arrt Ive ;"
Once a person has made a court appearance~he cannot be

further detained except by order of that court. SUCh people
qre allowed to be released on bail as per section 75(5),

constitution and also S. 123 of the Penal Code which states that
when any person other than a person accused of murder or treason
is arrested or detained that person may be admitted to bail.:;

Bail has been defined as the mechanism by which the
defendant's right to freedom prior to trial is squared with
soc iety' s interes t in the smooth adminis tratio n of criminal
justice. The practice of re-conditioning pre-trial release
upon bail rests on the assumption that this money, SUbjECt to
forfeiture if the defendant absconds will serve to ensure his



appeer-a nee in court. In other words it is assured t'1at
threat of forfeiture of one's goods will be an effective
deterrent to the temptation to break the conditions of
one's release.

The court has discretion to refuse bail where it,appears
that the defendant will not appear in court at the next session,
or will ,commit further crimes, or will interfere with the admi-
nistration of justice. V'C'-I\',herethese ci~mstances are absent,
the accused is entitled to bail.

In Kenya, bail is granted as an exception rather than the

the'! are not asked to substantiate their objections which in-'

rule. Almost always bail is struggled for, and where it is
unreasonably refused, appeals have to be made to the High Court.,

The prosecution invariably ob:iectsto .£'rantingof bail sav i ng
what have now become mea rrl ng Le ss slogans or cliches, "investi-
gations not ret completed, 11 "accused Li.k eLv to interfere with
witnesses" or "accus ed Li ke Lv to abs co nd;" Common sense deme nds
t~at the prosecution should establish a prime facie case that
the accused if granted bail is likely to misbehave. Normallv

)

most cases are s i rnp Lv untenable.
When for exanmle one savs t~lat Lrzve st lgat Lo ns not yet

completed, or accused is likely to interfere with witnesses,
what one is actually doing is he is presuming the guilt of the
accused. He is saving tlJe accused is guilty, and if set free?
he is likely to bribe or intimidate witnesse::::for the prosecution.
That also presumes that those same witnesses are vulnerable 'or
susceptible to corruption if not protected. This is typical
colonial mentality 2S epitomised in ~IT. Green's statement in
"No Longer at Ease" 'tha t "the African is corrupt tlJrough and
th h ,,26, r oug _.



The other reason that accussed would abscond must be
re;iected, at Least in the ma.lo r atv of cases. As argued

in chapter one and also chapter four, most of the pE:ople
w~o get themselves arrested are the poor or relativelv
poor drawn from the Lowe r echelons of soc .i etv , For a
pErson to flee abroad, one has to ~ave interretional
connections which 'these people c learLv have not. He would
have to have money. It can therefore be seen t~at some of
the excuses given for objecting to release on bail are to
sa" the least, untrue. In fact it is the affluent who
abscond: Kihika Kimani. (Tanzania), J. fvlungai(Switzerland),
Orengo (Tanzania), Mutai (Tanzania). Poor helpless people
do not flee; where would they go ?

People who are released on bail normally turn up in
court, because they know they Vlould probably be caught
if they flee, their chances of being acquitted are subs tan-
tiallv diminished if they flee and evidence of their flight
is admissible at their trial.

Bail is sparingly used in Kenya's system. Figures for 1979
on prison population 27 support t~is view. In that vc az ,
out of a total of 130,731 persons committed to prisons all
over the Republic, 62,792 were committed for mere safe
custody which constituted almost half the prison population.
In 1978, 60,326 out of 133,766 were committed for safe custody
alone, In 1977 82,250 out of 170,155 people were in prison
awaiting trial. Similarly in 1976, 82,250 out of 170,155
were in prison awa LtLng -:rial. In all these figures, the
percentage of those awaiting trial was about 50% of the
prison population. Though the figures for the eighties
are not available to the writer, it can be seen that the



50% standard Ls likely to have been maintained, si.nce no
been

efforts have/m~de to reduce it.
These thousands of people we re sent to prison because

t.hevhad no influence, no prope rtv , The whole idea of bail ~

so long as it is based on property is wrong because it is
only available to tllose who have property and those are few

conmared to those who do not have it. Al t1-;.oughthe idea of
"sureties It tries to mi tiga te the obvious disadva rrta ges of
bail, it is equally abhorrent since one has to get people of
"good social sta ndi ng'", wi th pz-cpe r tv to stand surety for
him. It should be borne in mind that those who have distru-
st 'those who do not have and those who do not have blame
trios e who have for taking everthing. So they are not fr~endg ,.
This two institutions illustrate most dramatically that the
rich receive preferential treatment over the poor. Bail
practices are the clearest examples of economic discrimination.

The poor languish in jail and its often cruel environ-
ment for weeks, months or even vears28 awai 't i ng tria 1, and
unable to purchase their frEedom. But the more affluent
defendants after "buv i ng" their freedom remain free trom
the constraints of jail and are permitted to car-rv on most
of the activities of other citizens. Yet an affluent defend-
ant is not presumed more innocent than the poor defendant.

Bail as practiced is in essence a type of legal ransom.
The law insists that the purpose of bail is to ensure the
presence of the accused at the trial. If then it is clear
that the accused would be present at the triali he s~ould not
be denied his freedom merely because he cannot raise money
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for his reIr as e,
Remanding people gEnerally must be condemned because

it is inconsistent wi t'h the c ons t i tutional riE~t to n rt

up an a~e~u2te defence. What is clear is that
" ••• imprisoned, a man rnav not have oppo rtun.itv

to investigate his case, to cooperate with his
counsel, to earn the mOney that is still
necessary for the fullest u~e of his right to
an-;:-)eal."-

These words were spoken by no less a person t~an a ~udge of
20the Supreme Court of America in 1960. What the ~udge sav s

is that it is not possible to conduct a food defence wh i Le
in jail, as was shov n in the case of R V J·jv,ri'thaga ,

In that case, the court displaving unusual zeal to dis-
pose of the case sat from morning till 1.15 p.m. when it adj-
ourned for luoch and then sat in the afternoon till 5.15 p.m.

in the evening dur Lnc the davs "the trial lasted, and evety-
time t~e case was ad~ourned, the accused was whisked away to
prison (bail having been refused) in a snecial police van,
making it practicallv impossible for counsel and client to
have anv consultations whatsoever. Couns e1, a T·IT. Mido,
o~;iected in court but to no avail. Simi larl v in the Kap engur La., r-

trial the defence team he~ded bv ~IT. PYitt D.N. complained of---,
failure of the prosecution to make the accused available tor
consul tations with their lawyers. Obviously then,?remand can 7

and has been used to diminish the accused's right .to consult
a Lawve r , in an effort to prevent an effective defence.

decisi vely-One other aspect which ~" -'affects the que Litv and
character of a trial is legal representation. Courts execute
their bus t ness in a tech.nical and peculiar language which only
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makes SEnse to those trained in it. Justice 6ardozo has
cs Ll.ed it the language of craftsmen which is "unintelligible
to those untutored in the craft." Those who are untutored
in law therefore are at a disadvantage when the'.'are involved
in the legal process. Lawy er-s and their law have been
described as a "societv of men bred up ••• in the art of
proving bv words, multiplied for purpose" and that their
language is a "jargon of their own that no mortal can under-
sta nd ;" that to them,"white is black and black is white,
according as they are paid." Thev have been surnrn ed up 8Js

"charlatans" who aim to mystify the public.30

Whereas it is not the purpose of this dissertation to
determine whether these invectives are deserved or not, it

ClvJ;

should be pointed~ that thOSE not trained in law do not under-
stand what law is and how it works. Law is a displine which

11

like any other discipline, has its own peculiarities. Just
as it is not easy for a layman to rEad a medical prescription,
so it is with law. Therefore one needs a lawver to advis e and
dE-fend him whenever he has a case or in dea lIng with the 12w
generally.

L

Although the constitution allows a person charged with
an offence to be def'e rd ed bv a Lawve r , for most people this
right cannot be realised. Many cannot afford to hire a good
lawyer; good in the sense tha t q lawyer is "fell known, because
he wins most of his cases. Most cannot afford even a bad
one. Legal aid, though available generally in some countries,
is only avai Lable in henva to people charged w i.th capital
offences. And this of course benefits only very few people,
for such offences are not VE-rv frequently committed.



For instance in 1979, 735 persons were arrested in

connection with murder. 648 were finally che.r ged , only

a fraction of those who could not afford t.o hire a lawyer

of their own stood to benefit from free legal aid. On the

other hand 13,001 people wer e arrested in connection wi th

assault. 11,780 of those were finally charged and 4,506 had

already been convicted, while 7,274 were awa i ting t.r LeL, In

that year, a total of 50,558 people were arrested on penal

offences. Of all those less than 2,000 people stood to

benefit from legalQid servi~es, having been arrested in

31connection with murder and manslaughter and also robberY.

As alreadv argued above, prompt trial is a constit-

utional requirement. Delav, which is a perennial problem in

Kenva n Courts should be treated as a De. tiona 1 cris is. There

hav.e only been half-hearted efforts to deal with it by appointing

more jUdgES to the bench when the problem is acute in the sub-

ordinate courts Perhaps it is not treated as a crisis because

it does not hit at an organized segment of the public. The

ma.io.r i tv of the public aye little occa s ion to use the courts, a nd

efforts must now be made, beC81..1.se need 1e:-::s to S2v, jus tice delayed

, , 1 t I I, i' .As Lonc as cases r.axe v ex» ~or...:: 'J c._fear, it is doubtful if th

'tr i aLs ca n be f2ir, and when the verdict is :inallu reached, its

separation from tl-Je crime bv time end c i r cumete nces makes it irrele

2S it cannot possiblv reflect the s,ciety's disapDroval of the

crime. _1':.- prornpt tri21 has rnanv aC!vantages,inter 2li2J ava i.LebLl j tv
12'

of ev i te nce e nd vri t ns s s es , v.'itness"woulct still rallE' t1::e facts f resn

memories a nd the meed 't o r erneno pc ooI e wooLd not
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Lestly identification of persons or articles involved
in crime though important ia almost always ebused end cannot

,
be relied on entirely. Mistake in identification has cost
human lives and much suffering, for even in cases involving
the highest social interests, people have been deceived, and
have deceived others as to the identity of persons. Mistakes
of this character are made by witnesses of adequate capacity,
honest purpose and undoubted varacity. As Byron Elliot obser-
ves, "courts have been vexed and neighbourhoods divided into
bitter factions upon questions as to the identity of a hog, a
cow or a horse: on few questions will men swear with more
positiveness than on questions of identity and yet no subject
is more fruithful of error. "32

Having seen that it is impossible for trials to be fair
in their present form, then what is the constitution talking
about, that there shall be a fair trial ••• 7 Fair according
to whose, or simply, what standards 7 The Americans have re-
defined their idea of fair trial to mean a trial is fair not,
according to society's conception of fair trial, but fair
according to law. They have said a fair trial is one that is
in accordance with "due process," that is, one that meets the
minimum test of fairness required by their constitution. The
supreme court of America in fact has gone so far as to say that
a trial is constitutionally fair if only it does not depart from
the methods usually employed in the courts ,33

A ~uestion may be a~ked, whether those methods, or
practices can be regarded as constitutional when due to practi-
cally avoidable human errors, they deprive men of lives,
liberty or property. The only reasonable answer is that lay-
men should insist that it is not enough that a trial seem fair



to lawyers, who, indurated to the techniques of their trade
have become so calloused that they acquiesce in needless
judicial injustices. They should insist that a trial has
to be seen to be fair, just as they insist that~ustice has
not only to be done, but it should be seen to be done.

A good illustration of this idea can be found in the
Sundstrom case. Technically, of course the case was well-
decided since the judge did not exceed his powers. The law
says that in manSlaughter, a person may be imprisoned for life.
There is no minimum sentence which must be imp08sd. But the
fact still remains that the judge did not use his discretion
properly in order to do justice. So the trial was not fair by
the ordinary standards of Kenyan Society.

Having seen what a fair trial should be like, it is
necessary to re-examine judges to determine whether they can be

seen
impartial and independent, having/instances where they heve
acted in a manner that suggests otherwise.

The answer is to be found in the now famous statement of
Justice Holmes

"The life of the law has not been logic; it has been
experience. The felt necessities of the time, the
prevalent moral and political theories, institutions,
even the prejudices which judges share with their
fellow men, have had a good deal more to do th~n the
syllogism in determining the rules by which men should
be governed. The law embodies the story of a nation's
development through many centuries, and it cannot be
d:lt with as if it contained only the axioms and
corollaries of a book of mathematics."34

Judge Holmes'S views are very correct and one can only conclude
that judges cannot be impartial because they are in~luenced by
"prevalent moral and political theories" of their time and they
cannot be independent because they have to give effect to the
"felt necessities" of the society, a society which is by no means
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homogeneous. The needs they give effect are the needs of the
dominant cless in that society which claims "end perhaps
sometimes does believe, to be identical with the interests
of the whole people."

The law is e superstructural feature of an economic base.
Kenyan economy being free,enterprise economy is part of the
wider capitalist system, which uses lew to exploit, subjugate
and oppress the working classes of the world so that they do not
rise up end take over the ownership and control' of the means of
production. Therefore impartiality, independence and fairness
directly hamper the effective use of the law for that end, and
cannot be allowed by the capitalists. Andrei Vyshinsky explains
best this idea. He says

"Bofrgeois theorists strive to depict the court as en
organ above classes and apart. from; pollti~s,8upposedly,
in the interests of all society and guided by commands
of law and justice common to all mankind, instead of the
interests of the dominant classes. Such a conception
of the court's essence and task is of course radically
false. It has alweys been an instrument in the hands
of the dominant class, of its interests."35

A man called Montaigne who lived in the 16th century said and
his advice is still good today :

"We must shun law-suits (even ~t the cost of suffering
very manifest injustice •••). No ju~dge has yet, thank
God ••• spoken to me as a judge in any cause whatsoever,
whether my own or another's, whether criminal or civil

I••• 'will never, if I can help it, place myself in
the power of a man who can dispose of my head, when my
honour and life depend on the skill of a lawyer more
~~~ on my innocence •••• How many innocent people
have we known to be punished, I mean without the fault
of the judges, end how many there ere that we have not
known of !"36

Even if lawyers were impartial, the law is not.

I ~.•
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C HAP T E R F 0 U'R

W~DNGFUL !MD~ISONMENT

TI i.s chapter deals uli. th wrongful impd.sonment. The
phr~SB ~rongfulimprisonment is pr6fer~bl0 to wrong conviction
b8caus~ the former means that n person is wrongly convicted
2:f!c i:~p!'isoned, whereas the latter only means a conviction of

an innccent person. A person may be convicted without being
5.~p)~isn"ed .• for example whG!1 one is on probation .• lrir-ongful
i~~ri~onment cen be used to tie~cribe each of the t~o situation~,
~h8re B mOn is implicated in e crime Dr is accessory to it in
a ~ino~ or secondary sense but not guilty of the moro eerious
or p~inciDal offence for which he is convicted. It can be uGed
el!.D to describe 8 situation where 6n appellate court, sntisfied
ttct he did not commit an offence for which he was convjcted by

u co urt of first instance quashes such conviction" Th i a cb ap t er
de31~ lith cases where people era convicted of, and imprisoned
f c r , offonc3~; they d Ld not in fact commit..

tiir.l(J.'e a c cn v Lc t ion is guashed en app oe I and t1'1B tH:CCU~8t:; is
a2";(]relec:eed.1':;Jiif:(re 8 re cr ia I is ordsred by the app eLl e t e c":)tnt and

I

the l>:~t r in 3. re2 ult sin an s CIi qi t t e 1~ 0the reEl 5 eS 0 f w ram 9 f u1

C~G8 i~ re-o~Bned and during the hearing, it bGcomes evident
ttut the wrc~g person ~88 convicted.. A fe~ bthe~ C8ses point to
the fbct that sO~Atim8DIBvent~ thought 38 impossible did in fact

1n sll these C8SC!31 the accused is not guilty or the
offB'lC{) for t:hicl'1 he has neen convicted. What ElI'S +-.1'10 ci rcume t>-

a" C <:l S :1r f !.H::l 0 1"8 1\1 h i C h Cem b 0 C ~ i d t: 0 c a ue c 0 l' C Cn t rib ut e t 0
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these err.ors? At the 't op of the 11st is unsa~~sfac~ory

identification. There are also, confessions and admissions,

evidence of guilt;y behaviour, cases where perjured evidence

is relied on by ~he courts and occasionally, badly conducted

defence. Identificat;ion ~akes many forms and can take place

a~ different pLaces - at an identif+cation parade, identifi-

cat~on by direct; confrontation bet;ween "the wi~ness and ~he

accused ln che police s~ation, in court or anywhere else, or

identification from a photograph~

Research that; has been conducted to establ~sh what;

could be the cause of wrongfuL iITlprisonmen~ point;s at mis-

identification as the prime cause. Brandon says:

flSillceey ew i Lness identification as a very common
form of evidence in cri~inal cases, it is
perhaps not surprising t;hat a lar~e proportion
cf the mistakes we have come acrbss occur in
this field • Of the cases we have examined
of people wh o have sub scqu eri tLy been par-d on ed
o~ wllose convictions have been quashed or
sentences r-em i t. t ed , a remarkably h i gh p r-o por-ci.on
have involved misidentification • Our
view that; eyewitness misidentification is a
major cause of wrong~ul conviction is reinf0rccd
by numerous studies of wrongful conviction in
o-ther countries ~ notably America, wh i.ch show
J_t to be a rua j o r- cause of error there aJ.50" 1.

The rea so r. wh y id en tif'ication evidence, especially the

identification parade is unreliable is that even if ~he rULes

orideni~ificatj()n are observed to t ne letter, and 1:h8 wh o Le

And though this evidence is only

su.p p o s('~d to be p er-s uast.ve , courts have a nat.ur-a L Lendency to

regard such evidence as conclusive proof thAt the perSO!l
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picked out. the porpeirator of The offence.

Brandon refers ~o a case ~lere three brothers were

con"victed of robbery with violence in 1964 on the identifi-

cation evidence" of a single witness. Subseque:ltly however,

the real culprits were
" 2

caught. If it is true therefore

that errOrS OCcur ~n ~ases where the correct procedures have

been f c LLo w ed , how many erro rs are committed wher e it ha s

Di shone st 'vit.ne sse s, for wha t;ever rea son 't h ey ch o o se

to be dishonest, would not find • +1 •.. difficUlt picki~g out ~he

aC'.:llsedeven it" they have nOl; seen him before. If "l:he accused

is in remand, he sleeps in his clothes, does not wash,

genera~Ly looks dirty and scruffy. 1'lhen a wi ine s s is asked

in pick h~m out, he does so automa~icalLy. To ask a witness,

as is 'o f't.en done in fact I whether the person is in court

wh rLe the accused is stand~ng 111. t h c dock r-on d er-s the whole

process of identification superfluous, because i~ proceeds

on the wrong a~sumption {hat witnesses are ignorant of the

geography of the courtroom. Yet chances are that ~hey have

scenes Or "trials on television, on cinema.

scree~s, have read books aboul them or have themselves been

subjected 1::0 c o u r-f: process e i th e r- as wi'cness Or dete n d an t ,

In oae case! u wi~ness pleaded total ignorance of

all ,u:'.<\: t c r s 'i.ou ch iug on COlIrot pro c e s s , o n Ly to he s ho •.rn J_at.e r-

thai she had not only been a wiiness ~n COUr~ many tlmcs

oef'oi-o , ou t had IT! fa c t been ch a r-gcd wi. th and c on v i. e t ed o f'

i.ntc-;:_~li~::., solici~ing f o r- p r-o s t.Ltu t.Lon , insu.lting behaviour,

being dr-unk and d i.s o r d cv r.y , attempted suicide, larceny.J
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The ract of misidentification Doints to the ~act

that all people are at rlsk of being picked Or mlslden~lfled,

bu c the risk isgren1:est w at h people known to the p ora ce ,

especially those with crim1na~ records or with criminal

as s.oc aat.es , A man with a crimina~ record 1S often au~oma-

tlca~~y plcked up and put in identlflcatlon parade for every

offence tha~ takes p~ace in
.~

the neighbourhood wi,th a vi ew

to checklng whether he did not commit the offence.

Even ~f such a person 15 lnnoCent, chances are thaL

he wo u.i.dbe p ack ed because w.i, c.n.ess.es w'ao f aa L to make an

identi~ication would go for him •. IdentiIlcatloll parade

si-cuations mak-2 a wi~ness fear that he has ~o plck someone

even if be lS specifically told that he need not.--,-- -tVERS"''- y ur
. LlIR~MY

Another major cause of wrongful 1ruprisonm~nt 1S

nd~lSSlon of confeSSions and admLssions 1n eV1dence. The

.iaw .in recogn1S1.ng the ta c t that confessions and ad':'Li.ssions

call be m~sleading, demands that- every confess~on and admlss10n

be ac1mt c r ed in evidence onr y if shown ny i.h e p i-osccu tion not

t.o have been o bt.arn ed from r h e a ccu sed by f ear- Or p r-ej udi.ce ,

Or hope of advantage exercised or he~d out by a person In
"l- • 5aUl.OOr1LY .. The Judges' RULes LOO in recognl~lon of the

d~nger 1n sta~ements obtained from accused personn at~empt

~o ~ulde 1:he questloning of suspect-s.

The sr.a tem en c con 't aan rn.g cn e conf eSSlOH or- adm r.rs S a.o n

mugt be rend by the suspect wh o mast sign .i t; "or his own

o f f' rc er-s. torLure, ~hreacen, cncice or induce suspecLs LO

.sLa L em ('.11 t S

have said 0 r- 1->'l~H1. th 0)' k n o w, Buc once a st~temCnL has been
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.sig:ned~ t:he signature lS prima facie eVldence L.hal:t:he

Sl:aLement: was volUnL.arlly made and in case an accused

attempts to repudiane it, the court would have to hOLd a

I:r~al.-wi"thin-a-l:rlal. 't o de c e r-m.i.n e • .;rhel:her'th e sta c em e n L.was

How can an accused prove '(;0the cou r c

L.ha~ he was tort:ured Or otherwise forced inl:o making such

The aUl:hOrll:ies keep perfecl:ing t:helT meL.hods of

repress~on andeXl:raCl:l0n and many al.l.egat:ions have been

made of" some of the methods they empl.oy which though effective,

do not 1eave behInd any marks or eVldence. In one case, an

accused aLLeged l:naL he had oeen forced t:o swal.l.ow t:en COlns

ln a bid 1::0make him sign a sl:atement. The COu.rl: ordered

an X-,Ra~ e xam i rra tLon of t.he accused whi.ch indeed con f j.r-m ed

ch e p r-e sen ce of" t.o n "f'orelgn bodies" 111.his abdomen. Ot:her

al~egat1nns have been made where r.h e v t ccam s 81'C made 1~0

stand naked in L.he coLd t:hroughout: the nlgh1::wl~h a COndl~JOn

ThlS

trcatment~ if repeated several L.imes may be mOre e~fective

than aCl:ual. beatings.

Perhaps a good example of psychoLoglca~ and physlcal

t.o r-r.u r-e ..•..rh rc h does not leave any marks on the body for the

co 11. T"l. to see is r.ha c

KoeSLl.er, where Gl.eL.kln used to have his

vlc1.:ims wo ken up at midnigh l. tor It in 'ter-v aew s" and cx t r-eru ei.y

powerfUL llght:s were dlrected at Lhe race and cye~ of l:he

su s.p e c c s 1'01' as Lon g as 'rhey d i.d nOT· "t>chave". This m ethod

proved very effectlve, as it invarlably enabled h~m to obtain



slgnatures ~0 ch~ngs he had wrl~ten himseLf.

ror a person alleglng

he dld not VOluntarlLY glve a statement ~o prOve ~ha~ he

was coerced lnLO giving iL if such me~hods are used. POl..lCe

nave rcallsed -r.:haLaCT.:ua.LbeatJ.ng5 reSulT.: in evidence thaT.:

{s'-- used a ga i.ns t them. They T.:herefore appLy mor~ subT.:le

but e qu aLi.y , if not more erfective me tho d s ,

Even J.n si~uaLJ.ons where no coerClon 15 used, some

pE:Op1.8 L::ye so ig:aOTar.. t and s impl. e-nunded t.ha t they do no t

understand I:he signifJ.cance of some oi't-he rh i.n g s they say

wn en. b e i n g que s cro n ed , They may noT.:necessar1LY be gUllt-y,

bu~ they incr1minate themselves. Brandon gives an

examp.Le of a man calL8d Tlmothy John Evans who was convic~ed

of murder, ha n g ed and r a t er- pardoned! He was described to

"the COUrt- as ~Ian Ll La t er-at e youth of 25 w.i. t h an IQ of 65 and
b

a men t.aL age of' 1.0%."

Ano-r.:hersource of errOrS J.5 the hab1t of "the

p r-ose cu t.Lc n of a n ci-o du c i.n g e v r.d en ce wh o s e purport- ~s 'th a c

the a c cu sed a cte d in a manner t.h a t wa s au ssp i.c i.ou s or ah owe d

a guile conSClence. EVldence s howa.n g T.:hal-a man ~led when

chui r.c n g ed t.o 7SLOP, concealed or dest-royed a weapon that

wa s used LO cornma i. c n e o f f en c e , or invented false clUE:S or

that ,dH~~1 C::rre,,;t: ect , STammered or was confused or told. rre s

].s ad duc e rl TO show r.ha L such con du cT sho •.zod "cons ciousne s s

of g;u:i.. l J.,: I, •

Exprricncej however, shows thaT.:an innocent man

wh~n placed in circu.ms~ances of' suspicion Or danger may resOr~

a nrl c on v i c t Lo n ,
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Ann once he has tuLd a lle he has "to nother -co cover

~he firsT one and ~he process es~abl~shes a s"trlng of l~es

wh i.ch once prc",,-ed,wo u Ld leave h arn without defence. Even

~f he t;hen chooses t;O confess t;O "the t;rut;h, such confesslon

wou~d nOL be useful Slnce a confession in law is one in WhlCh

the accused inculpates himself and even others in aLl

materlal par"tlculars

exonerates himself.8
of't;he offence, not; one where he.

;,n Erig La sh case j c;: told of a man called Graham who

was trled for t;he murder of his nlece. "Graham

attempt;ed to decelve the COurt; by presenTlrig anOTher girl.

ash J.. S :1i e c e ~ The p r-o se cu t aon t s e xp o su r-e of t.h i s d e c ep c r.on

~ed to Graham's convlctlon. He was hanged. So:ne seven

yea r-rs .t a t er , his n ae c e uu r-ned up, allve,,!9

In some_ cases, the police are reluctant to disclose

evidence t;hat;is favourable to the accused, since t;O do so

as p o s st b.t.e conVicted, for among others, promotional

purposes .. They refuse "Co re-cipen a case where a person has

al r-ea dy been convicted and where new ev ide n ce comes 1.:0ligtl1:.

1.'h:15 a s do n e \:0 save the personal p r-a.d e of the pro secu 1.:01'

and t;he offlcers ~10 inves~lgated the case.

Talking 01' Obsession for corrva c c t on s on 1.:hepart

o f uh e pj-oso cut Lo n , one wonders Wl1a1.:cn o r-o Le s of the various

parT-Les are? Is the rOle of the prosecuLor merely LO secure

~he conVlC~10n of the accused by op?Osing and dlsproving

~la~ever the defence say8? Or is 1 t- tha 1.: of a p ub L a c of f a cer-

a.C 1.:J. n g tV J. t h 1:h o l' It 1..J.J. 1 c .i,n t ere s t a 1:: he a r 1:: , t;a ass .i S l 1: he j ud g e
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ciC0vertbe truth? And what is the principal duty of' a

To deCend his client or to assist the

Court discover t!:lC truth, ev en if that hurts his client's

case?

In Chapter Three,.it was argued that if one sets

aside ideals, ana examines the practical realities of trials,

one sees the PTosecutor and the defence la~Jer as opponents

who desire to fight for their sides. They seek to outdo one

anoth'0r in thi: legal "game" and to do so, resort to various

modal±ties for that end. It was also shown that some of

those modal~t~esca~ein fact illegal, unprofessional and

immoral.

Other cases of wrongful imprisonment can. be

attributed to perjury committed hy the prosecution!s wit-

nesses. At Le ast this was the case in Qu~~~_~.eny~tta and
10Others :'~n respect of wh::Lchthe p r-Ln ci.paL prosecution

witness, Rawson Machuria swore an afCidavit several years

after the trial to the effect that the evidence he had .~iven

at th~~ tri<'"land that of other p j-o secu t Lon witnesses was

false, and had no truth ~latsoever, having been ~abricated.
-He said "he had been Lndu cod by great re,..-a:;·dspromised and

offered by the colonial. government. One such rewnrd was

-a schoJ.arship to go and study in a British University in

England and a job on return.

In the affidavit, Nacharia recanted his evidence at

the tr:i.al. It is Ln t oi-e s t.ri n g to note that he .wa s tried

per jury in t.h at he S1';Oy-C an affidavit in whi.c h he lied
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that be had lied in the trial when he had in fact said the
-:ruthl :it seems cb at if Macbaria' s evi.denc e and that of
tbe other prosecution w i,tnesses was false - and there Ls :

othe:r independent '3vidence that it was - then Kenyatta and
his collesgues were wrongly convicted and imprisoned.

Occasionally a badly condu:3ted defenc:e can result in~

1'lrC'!:!.gfulLmpr-Ls onment , This is especially so wh ez-e the
accused is Dot legally represented. Even wher-e he is,
mistakes can be made as was the case In
Dr-, Ooko-Ombaka has asserted that there is strong evidence
th t; in that case, there had been plea-bargaining wber-eby

the prosecution promised the deSence that if they dropped
grounds of appeal relating to convicti.on, the State 'tIouldnot
object to the grounds relating to sentence, thus rendering a
custodial sentence unnecessary_ The same evidence, he
argues l suggests that the defence relied O~

but the State did not bonour its part of the b:.:rsain.. He
says, "i:ldeed in reducing the sentence fron three to one year,
the court; indicated that; had the appellant ofi'cred. to pay

f . h h hi 1 .4' h - .. . hf 1.-a a.ne t roug 1S, awy ers o.ur i.ng t e app ea.L l1) ma g l' Llave
. . 'l f i ,,12l.:mposea on.y a 1ne.

The defenc.e should have seen. that this t'far; a case with
a political flavour in which some forces within the State
\':az'lted Kanj a in .j2..il at any costs and by what cv er zne an s 9

including deceptionc It should not have trusted so easily.
rp' •·.•..ill.S yet anotber case which shows ho\'! the criminal

pr-cc ess has been abused by political and cLa.ss f cr-c ea to

furthBr their RimSa Kanja had betrayed that clas3 in his
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public u~teranceB, and his political platform as a member
of Parli2ment h~d to be smasbed~ and tbe ITost convenient
:::::.ee.!lS was to have him sent to prison for at least six Do::ths

1:2:
wn.i cb v.ould ensure that he lost his parliamentary seat • ./
It had been done in the case of Mwithaga. It could. be
repeated" It \'i2.S repeated.

Other cases of wrongful imprisonment 8~e those in which
criminals are called as witnesses or evidence orginating

Tois wes clearly so in Ka:;:-iuki's
. -------

case 14 in y,:hicb the evidence of a co-accllsed, contained
in a confession was used aDd which was not cor~obrated by,
or 11hich did not corroborate, any other sound evidence"

Who are the people who get them.selves ~'rronglJ'impri-
soned? Brandon says they seem t6 be a normal cross-section
of tb~ people who normally get sent to jail, Hany DeJd

previous criminal records. Most of them did uuskil2-ed work,
many were unemployed or only did casual jobso In aho r-t ,

th8 w~Etched of the earth. Very few wer-e d.r-awn f r-oin the
:r::i.:idlc c Las s 15 or from respectable work:i.n€;class and. this
seems to tally accurately with the claims made in the fi~st
chapter that the legal process is used by the ruling claas
to suppress the other classesc

A large propor~ion of people wrongfully i~prisoned
have pre"\rj.ous c r i.mi.na I r-e c o r-d s , and in thei.r d ef enc e they

ria i n ly at t.etap t to r-e Ly on aLi.bi s , To prove an alibi 9

one needs to c c.Ll. one's associates since these ar-c the
people with whom one spends bis time and therefore people
best placed to substantiate their alibis. 1:'103-::'; of. thr-m,
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pr-obab Ly 'tiitb criminal records themselves vrou l.d be most

unwilling to offer evidence, but even if tney agree to do

so, it is very easy for the prosecution to attack and dis-

credit them. Tbey ~re hardly ever believed.

An analysis of two recent cases of ltl!'ong conviction

and imprisonment illustrates the fact, that the causes

outlined above form. the basis of the errors that lead to

wrongful conv i.ct i on 2.:2d imprisonment.

In the case of Edward K~bui Jackson Xariuki and
Anotbe~_ Y. __ Re:publi~_~6 t.he facts are that b etwe en 9.30

and 10.,00 A.•I"'i~ on the 4th of November, 1970, ar-med rCJbbers

stormed into the Naivasba Branch of the Barclays Bank and

escaped with K"Shsc 164,493/10 in casb in a wh i.te Cortina

car which bed. been stolen from Na i.r obi, the pr-ev.i ous day and.

vh i ch o:J:t'e f a Ls e numb er=-p La't e s , A wi.t ne s s who z e»: the car

Le ave assisted 3. CQj.ef Inspector of Police to f cLLow

it to' the Uplands area just outside Nairobi:j• vlhe:~'e they

found it abandonedc l'hey f oLl.owed fresh foot-prints whi.ch
\

led to Kirenga Village in Uplands. The 1;1'iO appellants

were arrested in the vicinity with three otherso

·rile fiJ-'st appe L'l an': (Kar-Luk.i) was implicated in the

reply of another ac cuscd , Anthon:; T1",:migi (I':cJ.uma) also arrested

in tbe orea. Nduma in his statement confessed:-

nr did Dot rbb but I w~s with the robbers.
I \"(:18 f,uarding the vehi cLe out s ioe v!2i t;i~G
f()l' the lC2.ur.lE';;Y and I Vie~) e;ivpn SL:::;. 0J./:= -I);),
]J.) .•••;;:i:r·(} LG.::,ui L.i.2.':'llki; t.hezi I werrt to Up12.:nclE'. ,," 17

..1:0 Case aga ins t K::n'j uki was tih a.t at 12" 30 P .I-I. on the

lith} he was wa l.k.ing along a road Dear Riren;)_'. when a
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-off :'i3 c os.t whi ch he left beh i nd , Somevhe r e either in the-_.~~---- ..--~~~--- •.------.- ..---.----
co at; -:0::' .i.n his trousers h e had K.•8::'s. 5,8),3/25 Ln currency

not e s s-; ,...,.;1ar t o acme of those stolen f r-ora the c:->nk.. He,. - ~-~-~
was cb ae ed by the police assisted by member s of the public

an~ was eventually arrested.

Kariuki. in his defence set UD an alibi, saying in an

unswo.rn s t.at emerrt t h at he had travelled from }Iombasu where he

h ad b e e a living and t na t on 4tb November , be tvre en 9.00 and

t. ~
- & ••..•• wa s in Kirenga trying to fiud a schaol ccntecpo-

. rary., He was suddenly.? Hover whelmed" by about a hund r ed

people ~ho burst out of a maize plantation. They flung him

to the 5rouDj~ beat him and removed his shoes, NatcL, fifty

enve Io pe s and Shs., lL~O/:: in cash. They took him tO~2xds the

Police Station beating him. His nose was bleeding and he

lost consciousness .. He CHIDe to three days L'.te::.'

H-e was c.~~1'8sted and charged with robbery \<Jith violence
)

co~trary to s9ctioD 296 (2) of

conv i.cted »s the Nakur-u Reside-:lt Magistrate on J anua r-y 6,

1971 on t he st r-engtih af evidence that 7 first, ~is a.Li.b L had

be en proved ;::;e;{ond reasonable d cub t to be f c.Lso •. Second"

he bad this ~~gP sums of m~ney on hi~ which he did ~ot

a~~~unt for in hiG dcfence~ Third, Ndutaa IS s t a't erne nt; wh i.ch

imr~l:Lcated him was-found after a trial-wi.thin-a-triaJ. to have

bee~ ~ad8 voluntarily by him. lie therefore inculpated
hi~self and it was taken into consideration against Kariuki,
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On tt.e strength of these findi!!gs, Kariuki '~Ta.s

convicted: 2.::l:J.. sentcr:ced to twenty (20) years impI'isonment

wi.t.h bard Labour and also c to receive eighteen (18) strokes

co=poral punishment. Kariuki and the others accused with

him appealei to the High Court at N&kuru (Ben~ett, J.)

and after hearing them and the State Counsel, the learned

judge dismissed their appeals, thus confirming .their

sentences" That was cn Sept. 8~ 1971 •.

On April, 18, 1983, the two appellants Gave notice

of thei2.~ intention to appeal to the Oourt of Arro ea.L and

their appeals were admitted, consolidated and hea~~ though

they wer-e very late. The reason why they we r-e allm ..Ted though

late w as given by the Court that it was "impossible to say

whe r-e the b l ame Lay (see jUdgment in Criminal ApP'2a133 of

1982 at Nakuru of !-larch 21, 1983 and the same is true of this

cue" ..18 In the cas e r-ef er-red to, trwo of the three accused

who bad been convicted to~ether with Kariuki were set freer»

by the same Court. The third bad since died, unfortunately.

Tb(~Court of Appeal , e.fter considering the evidence

a£~aillst Km.'iuk:Lfound that although Kar-Luki was found T.'lit;h
l

a huge sum of money 9 it \'.T8.S never 'p'rovec.~ to h ave be en part

of the money stolen from the bank~

The Court also found that; the ccnf es s i.on of' Nduma did.

implicate Kariu.ki because Section 32 (2) of the Evidencey-+-....\..: \)

A9t._ says that a conf es s i on must b -v e the effect of adnd, t t i ng

i:.:l ter~s either au or r enc e or substantially all the facts

·,rhich c on s t.i t ut.e an of f enc e , In NJuma.'s confession, all

.sai d 1118.5 that Karl uki ga~n;him ShG.. 81/:= .•
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In any caae ~ that was accomplice evi deric e and therefore

evidence of t~e~eakest kind, especially if the confession

is repudia~ed as it wasin the present case. According to
such evidence could only be used if

corroborated or supported by other sound evidence, but there
was no other sound. evidence against the app eLl.an'b ,

The Court summed up saying the appellant had. succeeded
in snowir.g tbe.t there was an error of law in the judgment

and the co~victioll was not safe. The conviction was

f'oz-e cua shed and the appellant set free after ser-ving thirteen

years (13) yea!:'sof his twenty-yea:- jail term! 1

When this was revealed it ~hocked the whole country_
111h'3 Nation reported it in banner head.l.i.ne s , n:ETOT GUII.~ey

P..FTER 13 YEAFB IN JAIL; Enve stdga't Lons Not Thorough -

JudgeS., It 20 Ev ez-ywher-e people v-lere saying they no Ipnger

had. :fe.i.th in the jUdiciary e

as one of the most important events of the yoarc

It is submitted that this was a p-i st alce that ccu l.d

have beel1 avoid.'2dhad the police done their iD.V2stigatiGns
mor-e t.hoz-ough Iy ,

on the Police~22

The Court of Appeal put the bLame square ly

The two Courts too, (the Resident

tl&bi~:::tr2.tc's Court and the Hri gh Court) should have ac qui tt ed
~he &ccused because) as the Court of Appeal found~ there

h'BS • • , .L ta. t' b . . . rl +-} tDO ev i.o cnc e r o s ucpc r t c onv i c a on , e ar-a ng In unTIL;. v Ja';

ba\erl on :~~eason.:;blegr-ounds ,
the benefit o~ doubt always

Whenever there is s~me doubt,

P"O~~S to the accuscd , not ti'€•....
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pr-cs ecu t i.cn ,

e.~nce the accused indeed was conv.i.c t ed on insufficient

evidence tendered by the State, this appears to be a proper

case f~r the application of the doctrine of ~.2:psa

which literally !leans "the thing speaks for itself ••11

.A.ccording to OSt:£~'~ Concise Law Dictionarx, ~3 the

maxim applies 'rlhenev'er it is so improbable that such an

aeci~ep.iJ wouLd have happened wit;hout the !l~sli.senc,Q, of the

defendant (in this case, the State, assuming that it is sued
by Ke.riuki in tort for damages arising out of the negligence
of i 1.;5 s ez-vants ) that H court wouLd find -..ri thout further

evidence that it was so caused.

v B ~1 24-_oaa.~, a barrel of flour rolled out
of an open doorway on the upper floor of' the de£'ende_utf s

\'1ar'ehOUS8 and fell upon the plaintiff, a passerby' in the

It was held that this of itself was suffi-
eient The maxim shifts the on.us

oi: proof from the plaintiff to the d.er endarrt , .....rho has to

satisfy the cour-t that there was no negligence"

Undez- the subject to

certa i.n provisions in the Act, the gOVernn811t is IIsubj ect

-'co'a.l1 those liabili.~cies in tort to wh i.ch , if it '.'lore a

private person of full age and capeca ty it vrou Ld bo subject

."" in respect of t or bs committed .by its f3ervants
?6or agents"l1<-

This DleCiDS that t.he GoverruQont is ceuer::l11y, vicariously

liable for the t or t s committed by its BcrvC:1.uts irhen acting

in tte courSG of duty. But the law protccts the Government
aga.i.ns t Li.ab i L; ty in torts arising out of Ziu(li.cial decisions"
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This is provided for in Section

"No pr-oc eeci ng s shall lie against the
govern~ent by virtue of this section
in respect of anything done or o:m.:nitted
to be done by any person while discharging
any reEponsibilities of a judicial nature
vested in him, or any responsibilities
which he has in connection with the
execution of jUdicial process."

This proviso operates as an exception to S. ll·(l) which

provides !or actions to lie against the government in respect
of torts commitfed. by its servants or' agents.

Apparently Kariuki cannot sue the State for the~>

negligence of its servants which led to his spend.i.ng thirteen
years of his life in prison when apparently he Has Lnnc cen t ,

It is subrrit t ed here that be that as it may, the Ste.i.ie xs
unde r a moral, if not a legal duty, to compensate h.i.m, It;

:n1Ust make some §"!_JEr..f:!:.t~,£ payment to enable him to make a
fresh start in his life,which obviously
due to his long stay in prisoD0

must be in a

discharged by the Japanese Government in a case in which
one Shige:roshi Taniguchi vms wr-ongf'u LLy imprisoiJ.f;d..,.27

Tuni guchi V/3S char-ged w i,th robbery and the I!l1.lr:ler of a
63~7ear old black market rice dealer in 1950. ~Che equi va.lent

of 36 U"S", do Ll.ar-s were taken from the vi.ct i.m; 'J':(u:;iguchi,
then n.i neteen, '1JaS arrested a mont.h after- the killing, tri ec
and C orrv i c t eel e He was condemned to deeth by hanging in
"10C,i
.1. ,/". J~ ••

Su:pre~e Court upbeLd the conviction and death scnbence,
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continued to "'/2.0'6 a legal battle,,28. c.., ~ for a new trial and.
in 1976 the S~preme·Court finally granted his request,
s~nding the case back to the Takamatsu District Court on
Japan's main South Western Island of Shikoku for a retrial.

The judge ruled on I-Ioniay,I":arch12, 1984 that the
prosecutor's evidence was inadequate to support a conviction
and acquitted the appellant, who bad spent thirty-four (34)

years in prison awaiting to be banged!ll He spent his entire
youth and middle age in prison, and was released an old man

of 531 The enormity of the injustice spe~~s for itself.
The court in appreciation of that fact at least extended a

gesture of goodwill by awar-ding Lndemn'ity or compensati on
for the years spent in prison. It awar-d ed him the

equivale~t of 328~OOO US~ dollars.

A comparison C3.nbe made of the factors thE_t have been

considered as forming the basin of the e1'r6rs that led to
\';rongfulimprisonment as they appear to have influenced both
Kariuki r S and Taniguchi I s cases •. In both~ the convictions
were based on i.nsufficient evidence, because investigations
had not been thorough e nough to show that the accused. were
really guilty. Kariuki's case especially brings out mast
of the factors analysed. For instance in it$ an alibi was
raised and rejected. He behaved "gu i.Ltilyt:hy running when

challenged to 8:;OP and in the process, cast alHay his coat which
might h ave contained the money alleged. to have been stolen .•
uhereby attempting to destroy evidence. ~:duma1 S confession,
a co+ac cus ed was used in evidence against Kari-"LlY..i ••

WrongfUl impriscinment shows that there is something wrong
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with the legal system as a whole; that it is .L 1 •no v \lJor.i.{~ng
as well as it should. HO\~' many c aae s are involved :5.:3

hard. to tell~ because tbat woul.d require a major scudy as
was done 0:1 the iunericans which resulted in the pubLi.cat Lon
of the book "Convicting the InnocentI! and by the British
wb,ich :resulted in Wrongful Imprisonment by Brandon aLd

Such a study would not only need the cooperation
of thE:. Police but of the jUdiciary in its entirety; the
p1.1.bli,c,,;[r.o after all, are the victims and other government
departments.

There iz suspicion that there are many cases involved,
but wh ethez- the:c'e az-e many css es of wrongful Lmpz-Lsonme nt; or
only one clces not make any difference to the fact that public
ccr::fid.euc€ in the judiciary is stretched to the limits wben
the courts ccnv~ct an innocent man~ People can. have no

confidence and they should not be expected to have confidence
in 3 ~ystem that j.B more fallible tha~ it need be. They

aLLo ....! their affai.l'3 to be adjudicated. upon (that; is, to the

extent th~t they navaa choice in the

be caus e tL1cy 8::'C conf i.d enf that their coud i.t Loru.ng (the

judges) ID2Jres them more likely to do justice than other p eop Le ,

If judges therefore make avoidable mistakes, people
te:"-:lcl to distrust the jndicial process and they tend to
execute their affairs according to their own sense of
justice" T+ 'c-'. v 1...., nccdlesn to say that t.r;e 11 rule of so
mucl cberished in this country would then be in dall~er of,.

being cv cr-t akcn by the "r~J.e of the junglell or "mob .iustac o "
or injustice, as it is sometimes c31led~ In other words!
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peopLe 'wJo'uldtake the.law into their own hands to execut e
arb i -crary justice •.

Rawls, talking on justice has said that law and other
institutions no matter how efficient and Tdell-arranged must

)

be reformed or abolished if they are unjust, for lIeach
:person possesses an inviolability founded on justice
that even the welfare of society as a whole cannot override.
For this reason, justice denies that the loss of freedom for
some is made right by a greater good by others. It does
not ,'-.llm·jthat the sacrif,ices imposed on a fevl are out-

2Q\'leighec.by the larger sum of advantages en.j oyed by many ..II -.,

Raw.l.s( v i.e« is right, and. a colleague's vis','! that
SOille injustice for a few is ±nevi~able, and must therefore
be tolerated for a gre::oterjustice for the majority must be
I'ejected, aLthough r eaId sti.c, People condone injustice
becau se "Lt is unrealistic to think of a society vrher-e there
is DO injustice." They say' it is ut.op.i.an ,

Ss(~kandi h as rightly obs erv ed that l! justice is a.rigbt
for all mankind and not a privilege which can be withdrawn
as and.when i t sui:;s the leadership. Ii 30 Any ac ts that tend

to q'l(3.J.if~y~ compromise, or in any \'lay diminish this right
- '.

~ust be opposed by all peoples. They in~l~de detention

pen<ling or during trial, the delay of the trials tihems eLve s ,
and the use of the criminal or jUdicial process for th~
political or partisan interests of a few politically and

economi.c ai Iy powe r'f u L g r-oups to cuppr-e ss the less dorrri aarrt
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Eis Exc e Ll enc e the Pr e s i derrt , perhaps I'ealising -co.ese .

truths that the legal process is being used in the

uanncz- outlined above - has made a s c athi ng attack on the

ju~ciary. He has called on the Kenyan jUdiciary to

ensu::'e that ~ustice was done t6 all citizens irresn9ctive

.~ ·h· t ~ . ll·f~.31OI ~ Elr s awus In _-~......;... He said that some court

decisions were so irrational that they left 980)18

tlwondering abou.t the integrity of our juc..ici2.1 system".

!ie sai.d, I'iytjustice should never be seen to be done in our

courts if ~e are to rely on them."

'l'he President substantiated bis claim by citing tb.e

c as e in wh i ch a f&I'Dler who had f.ncur-z-ed a loan of Shs ~ 5,000/=

from a bank, had his land. auctioned by an auctioneer 'dbo had

r-e ce i v ed Ln st ruc t i nns from a court to do so. Saying the

debt was j.nsignificant compared to the· market va l.ue of the

farm, (90 acres) 10 of them under coffee), he said it \>Jas

hard for any z-eas onabLe citizen to be convinced ~]uE;t:LCe...•
VIas done ..

•....
He aa id such court I''-llill.5S_ wou Ld cn~x cL£.~.t~f::...strife

v~ol<~:~_ (The foregoing pages bave attempted to sho~

tha.t wbe::'E:people .nave no confidence in the judiciary,

they tend. to administer justicE: ai~bitrarily, by t.ak.ing La....,

into their- own hands) .•32

T' .na s js not the first time an attack of this nature

a'·IA megci tude has been levelled against the jUdiciary by

a l;)(:::1bcr of tb e Government. In mid-February, Hr~ Martin

SlljJ~.n~~:useid ~ "b i g pe op Le It owe the gover-nment. and b anks



millions of shillings and.their property ..•.TaS never

at t acucd or' auc t Lc ned , nut the comnon man 'S Land is
euc t i onsd if he i:iil s to repay the Loan 11 only fo::'the rich
people to buy it.u33

It is the courts that issue orders to atte.ch or
auction prope~ty as a means of enfo~cing a debt.
Mr. Shikuku was therefo~e accusing the courts of readily
issuing such orders in respect of the poor, but hesitating
to do so in respect of the rich and powe r-f'u I, \ .. . f'1_ KlDC1 0_

economic or class discriminationo

The courts have aodicated their responsibility and
position of standing above party and class politics and
actually become parties in the conflicts. This is very
d~aging to their authority and ability to see things
clearly and Lmpa ssi.cnatie Ly , In the fen.ous cgse of
Yuill

"7ll.
V YUJ..·l~ ,..:!:.7 it .as said:

"Justice is best done by a judge who holds
the ba~ance between two contending parties
without himself taking part in their
d Lsput at i ous , 11

If a judge sbould. aL'low himself to t ake P<'i::,t ,in the
ciisputations')

Ilhe 30 to speak, descends into the arena
and is liable to have his viSion
cLouded by the dust of the conflict •.1t

Hhat is the .impact of these attacks ou the ind'2l)endenceof

the jUdic.iary'? As already seen, the ju~iciary should
not; take orcer-s from the execut i.veor from the legislature
or from any other institution or person. It should not be
told ~hat to do jn respect of cases that come before .,

1 Go
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But t1:ese·attacks do not seek to tell the jUdiciary 1t!ba:;

its decisions bhould bee The attacks are sinply
criticisms of the judiciary where it see~s to be erring.
The juiiciary has the service of society as ita sale
aim and justification. Tha~ society is ther2iore entitled
to criticise it if it does not seem to be discharging its
duties the way it sboulds In other words~ judges in IDRking
their decisions should look beyond the court::'ocm and consider
the social context of the disputee That is the reason why
they have discretion to decide cases ,\,7i thout taking direc-
tions from anyoody.
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CONCLUSION AND RECO!-IMENDATIONS

CONCLUSION"

This dissertation has attempted to provide an

overview of the criminal process in operation: not the rules

so much as who actually does what and how , and the conse-

quences thereto. The primary purpose has been to explain

and crit~cise the present practice and above all, to

demonstrate that its failings arc not isolable incidental

features of an otherwise sound process, but are its cha-

racteristic and intrinsic features. Thus for example the

forceful encounter between the police and an arrested person,

which infects all the evidence that the police obtain from

such a person, is a circumstance that rules will not elimi-

rra t.e , -it is .!.h£.. method of criminal investigation.

Delays o:f anywhere :from three months to :five years

(and even more!) between an arrest and :final judgement are

not the occasional happenings of a fallible 'hutuan Ln st i.tution:

they are routine and are dictated by the normal operation of

the process.

The criminal process itself usually consists of a

br~ef police investigation, :followed long afterwards by a

judgement based on a trial in which guilt or innoceuee is a

consequence of a win or loss. The study, particularly

Chapter Three, has shown that a judgement does not, although

it shuuld, reflect the guilt or innocence of an accusod.
--

It Lns te a d reflects the pyrotechnics 0:(. the maniJ.?.~_:.};a!i..vc:

In o thc r-



words, justice and fairness are not necessarily the ideals

sought by the criminal-legal process.

The Constitution of Kenya cbntains the guarantees

for the exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms. These

are basic human requirements, sometimes referred to as

natural rights, which any decent society has an obligation

to respect, any decent human being a duty to co-operate in

achieving, and any decent state an obligation to respect and

promote. The rights of life and liberty, among others, are

inalienable: they are not something that government graciously

confers upon men, but things no government can take away

from them.

This is another way of saying that this approach to

natural rights is concerned with the dignity of mall •. It

is from thlS basic philosophical principle that the natural

rights argument derives much of its strength. For it is

becoming increasingly clear, that it is respect for the

dignity df the individual that most sharply differentiates

democratic from totalitarian systems.

Granted this basic principle, it follows that any

conduct of the state that impairs the dignity of man is

~angerous and must_rtotbe tolerated or condoned. The dignity

of man must not be compromised. And any argument for confor-

mity that finds its uL'ti.m ate sanction in force rather than

reason strikes at the integrity of'the individual; and th_lls

at the basic principle of democracy •
•
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Those who 'ha v e con c e r-n for the preservation· or

elementary freedoms must not take refuge in legalism.

It is not surficient for freedom to be ~indicated by the

courts. That is barren vindication. If the preservation

of those rreedomE depends exclusively or ultimately up~n the

courts, then all hope is lost. The courts merely perform

Do post-mortem function; they determine whether freedom was

and/or is curtailed wh cre it sho~ld and if the answer is in

the arfirmative, they simply endorse and legalise such curtail-

mente Ir on the other hand, there is no juatification for

taking a\1ay a person's liberty, they simply acquit him ..

Violation of one's liberty should not take pLa ce at

all unless there is justification for it. And liberty

should not contradict other values such as state security

or maintainance of law and order. As Muriuki has correctly

observed, "If the exercise of consti tutional ri~hts ,d.J.J_

t.hwar-t; the effectiveness or enforcement of La w ,

is s omet.h Lng very wr-ong 'vit.h that system' •1.

then there

The n~~ur~l rights approach to the problem of freedom,

then, establishes the principles that freedom is an ab-

solute right and that jt is an absolute good. Yet the

principles intended to support this ideal are ~louted,

scuttled or repudiated so :frequently, openly and impudently

.by the so-called guardians cf the law that one is left

llondcring what is·so fundamental about the Constitution"

"anyway , This phenomenon was doalf with in chapters Two mld

Fou.r, wh i ch shoi••.ed that justice is merely an ii1.cidental

:featureof the criminal process aad not its goal.
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If that is correct, then it must be conceded that

e~ther these principles are too complex to be urtderstood,

or too weak to be effective, or perhaps that men are so

lacking in virtue that they are not prepared to practise

those truths they accept in principle.

This study has attempted to show that most of the

defects in the criminal process are avdidable. Like Judge

Jerome Frank of the Supreme Court of America, the writer

llcl..:i,evesthat legends and myths have grown up about the

jud:';'cj.arywhich serve to' obscure "the realities. Frank

Hho c.:tllsfor rel0rm says:

I am a reformer - I see grave defects in
some of the w'a~n wh i.ch courts operate",
defects that I believe can be eradicated,
b"U_t--~i,~fl;-~~r-beintelligently deaJ.:.t-_w;i;.th
unless they are publicised •••• Some
persons suggest that candor about courthouse
ways is unwise, that it is undesirable to
let the public know the imperfections~ both
the curable and the incurable in our
judicicl doings.... I am unable to
conceive ••• that in a democracy, it can ever
be unwise to acquaint the public uith -the
tru t11 ab out the work Ln gs of any branch of
government. It is "Thol.:!:.>,unc:!emocratic_t'?.
treat the public as chiJdren "ho are
unab Le to accep_t th~ in::.~capable shortcominss
of' mau-cm ad c Ln s t tt.u t Lo n s ,

2

Judge Frank admits that it is in the courthouse that very

cons~dera~lc amounts of judicial injustice occur. It is
tIlcr~fore proper that nny reform should extend to the

courtroom, where it is most needed.

Common 1aw systems often claim t.hnt the economy of

their crLm i.naL Law s is based on the premise thwt it is

better. lor 'cen guil ty men to go f r-e o t.han fo r' one Lrmo cen t.



man to be convicted.3 Kenya forms part of the common

law system, and this thinking can therefore be said to be

part of its policy_ If that is so, then it is argued that

it has failed to live up to that very high standard of

justice. As argued in Chapter Four, several people have

in fact been convicted who were later found to have been

in.nocen t c This indicates that perhaps there are many more

who have not been as lucky, and who have had to serve full

sentences for offences they never committed.

The social cost of avoiding mistakes of that nature

can of course be prohibitive, but even one mistake of

conviction of an innocent man is so abhorrent that it must

not be allow~d to occur, at any cost. Public confidence

in the 8riminal process wh i ch is shaky arryway , is completely

shattered by such occrirences.

RECO}11YIENDATIONS

It is therefore suggested that first of all, ~he role

of the police should be re-defined. It has been sho wn that

while police are fairly good at maintainance o~ law and order,

and at emergency operations, they are ill-placed as investi-

gators of crime and prosecu~ors of offenders

arrest¥

they themselves

The primary responSibility for investigating a cr-J.m e

and preparlng an accusation should be left to the So L'i.c i.tor-

~enel'al, wh i I.e the duty to prosecute all cases should be

taken up by the Attorney-General, as opposed to the present

system in which he prosecutes only In important cases.
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Both offices should be manned exclusively by professional

Lawy er-s and not laymen.::l.sis generally the case.

The obvious advantages of this division of ~abour

is that bias and self-interest is reduced to a minimum,

in contrast to the present system where the police detect

offenders, arrest them, investigate their activities while

detaining them and. ultimately prosecute, demanding, as they

aLway s do, for custodial sentences to be imposed! The

yules of natural justice, such as cne rule against bia's,,_,

that is, that no man should be a judge in his own cause

(nemo judex in causa sua) are f~aglantly violat~d.

The problem of delay can be tackled most effectivel

by empowering the High Court to extensively employ the use

of the wri~ of mandamus to compel subordinate courts to

either hear cases pending before them or otherwise show

cau sc wh y prosecution should not be dLscon t Lnu ed ,

not only have the effect 0~ discouraging the courts from

granting unnecessary adjournments to the. prosecution, it

would also have the effect of impressing upon 'the courts the

£act that they no longer have the power to leave cases

unattended for eternity.

Qucst~ons of delay are so frequently asked that some-

times it is suspected that they are mere allegations without

fouudation. But the truth is that there is indeed an acute

pro~lcm of delay and of pendlng cases before Kenyan courts.

And Co .lot of• injustice is occasioned by these delays •



Consider for instance, the case of Charles Lamambia,

who won an appeal aga~nst a seven year sentence only one day

before he was due to complete the jail term! Although he

had been convicted by a Nakuru Resident Magistrate in May

1978, and was jail.ed for stock-theft, he appealed at the

Nakuru sub-registry of the Court of Appeal in August of the

same year. His appeal, the Attorney-General has admitted,
4:

not heard as soon as iT. should have been. II

This delay in hearing his .appeal not onl.y renders the

right oC appeal illusory, it renders the court's judgement

of little practical value since the unfortunate man has

already served the full sentence minus one day!!

To curb this problem, some institution of superior

jurisidction, preferably the High Court, should be empowered

to issue orders to subordinate courts which leave cases

pending before them to dispose of them within certain time

l::..-,ut.s, o t.her-wi se theinsti tution should have power to

tc::,'minateproceedings 'which violate the constitutional

gnarantees of a speedy trial.

This approach has been tried in the United States

and it. is wo rk i.n g fairly well as the case of Klopfer v.

~orth_KarOlina 5 shows. Any defendant wh ose case has taken

too long is aLl.o wed t:o petition the Supreme Court which

orders a speedy trial or terminates the trial and acquits

the accused.

Lawyers too, contribute to the problem of delay by

U}.\·,3Y.s asking f or ad journmen t s so tha t they could appear ill



o-ch8r courts. The conflicting trial comtnit.men ts of

busy cOGTIsel produces gaps in the scheduling of trials and

this leads to loss of court time. Lawyers forge"t that

the criminal process exists, and they "too exist primarily

to assist the accused obtain f~ir trials. The in"terests of

their c~ients, the accused, should therefore come first

before all else. These and similar criticisms were levelled

against Lawy ers at a Law Seminar recently and it is worth

noting that they did not even defend bthemselves. Pe r-h ap s

"they had no defence.

Th~ right of legal representation is largely rendered

i_LJ.usory to the majority 01 L'i t Lg an t s due to the e xo r-bac ari t

fees charged by La wy cr-s, Free legal aid is onLy ava.iJ.u.ble

to very feK people. It would be good if this fac~lity

would be extended to as many litigants as possible~ out

financial constraints would defLn i, tely not make such a

project fe a s i.b Le ,

The problem seems to lie in the system whi.c h makes

it dif£icult, if not impossibLe~ for an accused who J.S not

represented to defend himself effectively_ F.M. Sseh:ondi

has discussed legal representn~ion and he has said:

it would appear to be necessary for
the sys ten; /the adversary system/ -GO o p erat.c
efficiently for the pu~ties in a case to be
represented by counsel. In the wajor~ty of
African countries, there is such a scarcity
of Lawye r-s 'th at several parties are no t in
a position to finel counsel to represent -thor,l ••...
Al so be cau se 0 f the sho rt supply of' La wyc r s ~
those avaiJ.able charge fees beyond the means
of the majority of litigallts. :!~'::l<~s~.<.:-ct_\:'2;.:'~.
t e!2~:...9_..2.0 j n t 1;0 t 11e w e a kn e s s e s i.~1._tJ.1(~ .:'?.Y..~L e~~
e sp cc i.a Ll.y in the ab sen co of l ez aI. a i d to
i n(~(Q~~ i~...I2;!..~a-;::..!i:-· 7 - -~----- ..-.---
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What needs to be done is for the government ~o revise all

written Law s and cause them to be re-written in simple and

straightforward language, and whenever possible, to offer

illustrations of what is mean~. This suggestion is not

entirely novel, since it in fact was used in the drafting

of ~he Indian Transfer of Property Act, 1882 (an Applied

Act) • This would enable most litera~e people to read and

understand the law. There is absolutely no good reason

why the law should be expressed in technical semantics which

are hard to understand, even by the lawyers!

As to the "short supply" of lawyers, that might

have been the case a few years ago, but it is felt that

government efforts to train more lawyers are being realised •.

The government has now recognised the need ~o train more

Lawy er-s as opposed to t.he situation prevailing a f ew years

ago wh en it wa s felt t.ha t; the market was becoming "saturatcd •.n

Tnis view' wa s largely associated wLth a :former attorney-

general who did not believe in the ability or competence o:f

African lawyers, and being in charge of legal education,

SuCC(~ss:ful;ty mu zzLed efforts to train mo re African Lawy ers ..

It is further suggested that bail praGtices as they

are at present favour ~he rich and oppress the poor, ~nd

bail should be abolished. A new system should be evolved

wni ch does no t depend on money and property for its

e:f:fectiveness. This is because there are now more

I2e:r':.!tin~y'poor people in Keny e, than in the past •
•
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It: should b e the aim of gover-mu ent to raise the

standards of living of all Kenyans. And by this is meant

the ability to afford basic goods and services. Since

these goods and services have to be bought, the government

should take measures to br~dge the gaps between the rich

and poor, so that the resources of this nation can be

shared equitably. It is only then that fundamental rights

and freedoms can have any meaning to most people~

Lastly, the Evidence Act needs to be ammended.

As it is at. present, the state is accorded privileges which.

enable it to introduce hearsay evidence, which is poor

wisdoma Under S.132 of the Act, the state can adduce

evidence of secret informers whose identit.y is p r-o t.ec t ed

and •.Tho may not be called so that they can be cross-

examined by the accused. In Sha'~_~~, 8 the High Court

took a step in the r~ght directjon when it ruled that a

secret informer must be called or his name be discIosed.

Similarly in Raichur~_~~_~ond! .•i,9 it' was held that a police

factual basis of an opinion and was

not entitled to plead that he was privileged under 5.132.

The state, however, determined to see that that

privilege ..•.!as ma i n t aLn ed , s w i f t Ly enacted the Stat':lte~~.?-_\::.

Sl'~iscel_lm?:.eous~I:!!.:.~.~.Eldrr~_eYlts) Act,10 which in of f ect ab r-o ga ted

the two decisions. The Law now is that communications :001:

only between public officers but also with private individuals~

in the course of' du.ty, are admissible Rnd are privileged.

Under S.131, in a civil matter between the state and

an individuall or curporation, nothing stops a publ~c officia]_



directly concerned from withholding documents which might

be crucial to the outcome of the case, if he thinks the

disclosure of such documents prejudicial to the public

interest. Under 5.132, communlcations to a public officer

by a private person are protected, and under 5.1~7, no

person who is entitled to refuse to produce a document can be

compelled to give oral evidence of its contents.

Under 5.133, a min~sterial affidavit is sufficient

to support the objection to the production of public docemenTs.

This position was w eLl illustrated in Duncan v. Carmell

Laird Co. Ltd.1l whicp. makes the minister the custodian of

the public interest and which has been held to be applicable

in Kenya. This case has however been overruled in

I, 1 d h f C R" 12" h" h!.ngan by T e case 0 onwa_Y",-__v_.• l_m_m_e_r an ,.•.ac the

court' stated that it had a right to scrutinize the documents

in order to determine the genuineness of the privj.~ege

cl<;<imed. Kenya continues to apply Duncan v. Carmell

L~Jrd, a sa.se that has been discredited and overruled.

The writer believes that these ideas can help

improve and streamline the administration of criminal

justice, which as presently administered is far from

~atisfactory.
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FOOTNOTES

Muriuki M.S. Where Lies the Balance : The Relative
Strengths and \~eah-nesses of the State
and the individual in the Process of
Litigation. Nairobi, 1982
rl):Lssertation) •

Frank ~ra p , 86 footnote 30. (emphasis added).

3. The Romans put the ratio at one to one, Fortescue at
twenty to one, Sir Edwa r-d Seymonr at ten to one.
Lord Hale reduced this to five to one, but
Black.stone reverted to the ratio of ten to one, and
so it became established.

4. See report in The Daily Nation (Nairobi), March
F,--1984 and co;:-.nent---:U;:--~-~lyNation, (Nairobi,
April 3, 1984 at p. 3.

5. - 386 Un.ited States 213 (1967) per C.J. Warren.o

6.. See Tl~e Daily Nation (Nairobi), Saturday April
J:71; 19~ p , 3. Advocates were accused of,
in~er alia, causing cases to be adjourned on
0fli-~;;-sygr-o u.nd s" -to go and "play dar-ts" or becau.se
of death of a relative1 and wi~h colluding with regi-
stry clerks and defendants who s t.e aL court f'ri Le a ,
Justice Kneller blamed advocates, saying they ~ake
long submissions.

7.

8"

9..

lO~

L'L ••

12.

Ssekandi (emphasis added).supra p. 51 footnote 19.

(1970) E.A. 39 (r·hvelld1vac. J • and Farrel J ~) ..

(19b-;) E.A. b2L!

JJ.A).
(Sir C. Newbold, Duffris and Spry

No. 13 of 1972 sch.

AppeaJ. Cases 624.

(1968) A.C. 910.
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